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The Image Of Fairfield

University Community Pulls Tog ther to
Help Victims of Beach House Fire
Christina Hennessy
News Editor
An outpouring of support,
both financial and emotional, has
been provided by the University

community, especially the beach
residents, as they continue to supply shelter and the bare essentials
to the residents of the "Irish Barn",
the beach house that was destroyed
in a fire last week.

"The Fairfield University
student community, particularly
those living down at the beach,
have been unbelievable in their
support," said Erin Loughney, one
of the displaced residents.

Students try to salvage their belongings that were damaged in beach house fire last week.
Photo: Charlie Malone

Cultural Awareness Week
Puts the Spotlight
On Campus Diversity
Christina Hennessy
News Editor
In the land of Gap sweaters,
Guess jeans and J. Crew socks and
sneakers, Fairfield University's
Cultural Awareness Week gives
students the chance to discover
the uniqueness of the different
cultural groups on campus.
Various presentations and
demonstrations were held from October 29 through November 2 in
the Campus Center Lobby highlighting the diversity ofthisFUSA,
UMOJA, SALSA, ASA and the
International Students'Club sponsored event.
"I want the non-AHANA
(African, Hispanic, Asian and Na-
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tive American) students to recognize the importance of the diversity of cultures other than European and to actually talk with African-Americans and Latino Americans about their own experience,"
said junior Camille Banks, President of UMOJA, the African
American Student Association.
The percentage of minorities has increased from last year's
mark of 5.49% of the entire student population, to a number above
6.0%.
Though final number has
yet to be established, the number
of applications of minority students were also up this year, according to the Office of Minority
Relations.
"Many students question
why we have this event and feel
such declarations as 'black and
proud' to be too much, or something , but if there is a lack of
teaching in black history at the
University, the event attempts to
make up for the loss," said Shannon Cross, a UMOJA member.
UMOJA sponsored a showing of Glory, which was followed
by a discussion on the importance
of teaching non-European cultures
to all students by Vernon Bigeron
who is a full-time teacher in the
New York City public education
system.
Also, Cultural food dishes
were offered and a group performed
traditional African dance.
Other groups were given
different days to plan a program as
well. SALSA, gave out food of the

Hispanic culture and set up a display of the flags of the Spanish
countries around the lobby.
"I hope the day brings the
community together to see what
the Hispanic culture is all about,"
said Orlando Rodrigues, president
of SALSA.
"With the help of FUSA,
the group gets a chance to be very
visible and hopefully recruit people
who are interested in being a part
of or learning about the Hispanic
culture," he said.
"The food is often the lure
to make people approach the group,
look at their displays and talk to
members about that culture,"
Rodrigues added. He said he
found many students willing to
find out about the different cultures.
The new department of
Minority Relations/Special Interest in the FUSA cabinet headed by
Charise Burt was responsible for
supporting the groups and making
sure they had everything they
needed. The money for the week
will come out of the budget for
that department.
Joren Reyes, President of
ASA, said more publicity will be
important for the next fair in the
second semester. He stated the
cultural awareness might be able
to "integrate more clubs in this
week-long celebration."
"The week is there to make
people aware that the world is made
up of many different people and it
isn't all one-dimensional," said
Reyes.

The "Irish Barn" residents
must wait until their house is livable efore moving back in. The
landlord has been alerted and is
concerned for their well-being.
According to the females,
the fire was caused by an exposed
light fixture in the closet of the
upper bedroom.
That bedroom received the
most damage and the student living there lost all of her possessions.
"The Fairfield Fire Department couldn't have been nicer,"
said Loughney ."The firemen were
never condescending and they
didn't treat us like little kids."
"We are really unsettled
right now and are looking for
places to live," said Carolyn Duff.
"However, we didn't at any time
ever feel there wasn't some house
who wouldn't take us or that we'd
be left out in the cold."
The females were offered
on-campus housing by student
services, but decided to stay down
at the beach so they wouldn't have
to break up.
"We' ve been together since
freshman year, and I think it would

be really upsetting if we were
separated," said Duff.
In addition, Seller's provided the residents with meal tickets and the bookstore gave them
the books they had lost.
Many students contributed
money and the residents of the
beach house "the Fishbowl" organized a fund for the students.
Students living at "the Zoo" housed
the women until another could be
found.
Other houses, such as the
Duplex, Touch of Grey, Insanity,
On the Rocks and the Dying Iguana,
also chipped in with making dinners or providing places to stay.
The
members
of
Townhouses 127 and 142 provided
a place for the students to leave
some of their belongings.
FUSA senior class representatives, Jill Smith and Steve
Doherty were instrumental in getting contributions for the girls and
Doherty arranged for meal tickets.
"Everybody says their is no
school unity, but their wasn't any
questions asked and everybody
pulled together and pitched in,"
said Loughney.

Town Seeks University
Funding For Police
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Editor-in-Chief
' Fairfield's First Selectwoman Jackie Durrell has requested that
the University pay for the extra police patrols that have been added to
the beach area.
"Due to the considerable overtime on the police from Thursday to
Saturday, I asked the University if it would contribute to the patrols
since it does not pay for any services (because it is a non-profit
organization)," Durrell said.
Fr. Aloysius P. Kelley, University president, has refused to
provide funding for the police because the Town will receive $1
million dollars this year from the State through the PILOT (Payment
in Lieu of Taxes) Program for having the University located here.
The PILOT Program was established to make up for the tax loss
a town suffers for having a university, hospital, or other tax exempt
organization located in it.
"It's a very fine program," Fr. Kelley said. "While we are nonprofit and a major advantage to the Town, we do require services that
would otherwise be financed through taxes." The PILOT Program
makes up for this loss, he said.
Fr. Kelley said the PILOT Program was designed to cover the
expenses of the Town such as police patrols and there is no reason for
the University to pay any extra cost.
However, Durrell said the money received from the State must go
into the general budget which pays to run the town. "I can't designate
that money for certain use," she said. The Town of Fairfield has a
budget of $96 million.
"We have put extra people down there (in the beach area) because
of the activity and it has caused an increase in overtime," said Fairfield
Police Chief William Mockalis. "We have trouble getting people to
take overtime and it is a burden."
Fr. Kelley said the University has already contributed to the Town
and the beach situation in a number of ways. For example, he said, the
University has increased on-campus housing do to the Town's desire
to reduce the number of student rentals "This was done at an extreme
cost to the University."
In addition, Fr. Kelley said the University has a tremendous
financial impact on the Town with student, faculty, and parent spending. "The economic impact is enormous," he said.
Fr. Kelley also said that the amount of money the Town receives
from the State will be increased next year do to the University's new
facilities - the Regina A. Quick Center, Dolan Campus, and The Egan
Chapel.
Durrell said she was not disappointed with Fr. Kelley's answer to
her request, but that she is not ready to give up.
"It is a valid and acceptable answer but it doesn't mean I will not
keep asking," Durrell said. "Like everything else in life, you don't get
what you ask for the first time around."
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Mission Volunteers Prepare
For Upcoming Trip
Tom Rhatigan
Assistant News Editor
The Mission Volunteers of
Fairfield University will journey
to Jamaica and Ecuador for the
second straight year, to immerse
themselves in the culture and the
poverty of those lands by working
with the people in various projects.
The ten students who travel
to Jamaica and the ten who go to
Ecuador will get a first hand experience of poverty by living and
working with poor families, starting May 21.
"For these students it will
be a change of how they perceive
things," said Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J.,
director of Campus Ministry, who
is going to Ecuador. "It gives us a
chance to rethink our priorities and
hopefully come back a different
person."
For two weeks, the two
groups will be housed in desig-

nated neighborhoods. In Jamaica,
each student will live with a family in one of the most economically
depressed sections, whereas the
group going to Ecuador will live
together in a house.
One student, Melissa Cody,
a sophomore, said that she chose to
go to Jamaica because she would
be living with a family.
"I think living with a poor
family will be the best way to
experience the culture," she said.
"We are staying in one of the
poorest areas of Jamaica and I'm
not sure what to expect, but I am
really excited."
Fr. Carrier added that the
Mission Volunteers go both places
because of the opportunity it gives
the students to show the characteristics it takes to be a good Christian.
The students will be working in an orphanage, a homeless
shelter and different schools, as

well as doing some construction.
The students were chosen
through a lottery after an interview and application process.
"We wanted students who
were generous, but also had a sense
of adventure because it is going to
be very hard, considering there is
no running water, nor electricity,"
said Fr. Carrier.
He added that the students
who went last year came back different people. "The trip left a great
impact on their lives and the knowledge they acquired can be used to
help people back home," he said.
The students are currently
going through an eight month
preparation period, during which
the two groups meet and discuss
their goals, hopes, and fears.
"Even though I am a little
scared, I feel that because we are
going as a Christian community it
will enable the two different cultures to work together," said Cody.

Booklet Honors Dead Jesuits
Tom Rhatigan
Assistant News Editor
How many Fairfield students actually know who St.
Aloysius Gonzaga was? Or St.
Isaac Jogues? How many at Fairfield know who are the Jesuits
who have buildings named after
them?
The answers to these questions can be found in a new booklet
written by Rev. Joseph MacDonnell, S.J. entitled "Why are the
Fairfield University Buildings

Named for Dead Jesuits?". Copies
are available in the University
bookstore.
Fr. MacDonnell wanted to
show the importance of the lives
of the 29 Jesuits, for whom most of
buildings are named, and express
how their messages can be related
to today. This is his contribution
to the Ignation Year.
"All of these men were
educated and they symbolized the
Jesuit ideals," said Fr. MacDonnell. "We can see the values of
Fairfield reflected in the lives of

these men."
MacDonnell stated that
many people are attracted to the
University because of the values it
possesses.
"The connection between
the 29 Jesuits and the ideals of
Fairfield are very similar. They
never gave any money, but they
had values that made them special," he added.
Fr. MacDonnell's booklet
lists all 29 with a brief history,
which also states each one's message and importance.

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to all the kids from
Bridgeport who came trick or treating at the townhouses on Halloween... hey little girl, want some
candy?... to yellow free-spirits that
go whisking through the night... to
skinny dipping... or should that be
skinny running?... to weekend retreats... when the cats away the
mice will play... to Chinese dining
with Anthrax... still they can rock
bells... to Mickey Mouse paraphenalia (watches included)... to
the great Greenhouse Effect
weather we had this weekend and
the parties that made it great, well,
O.K. anyway... to the townhouses...
34, 52, 54, Endless Groove at
82,102, 103, 104, 105, 114, 115,
and 126... and, to the beach parties... Pier 7, the Dew Drop the
Dog House and the Girl's Duplex...
to road trips... to homemade bars
made for mocktails... to Casey
Kasem... to basement shifts... to
mallards... to Happy Computers...
to
sesame
bagels...
to
truckers.. .because they don't nearly
get the respect they deserve... to
truckin'... to the new grass outside
of Gonzaga... just in time for the
snow to cover it...

Boos... to stupid people
becuase you just can't boo them
enough... and there certainly is
enough of them to boo... to scary
people doing scary things while
trying to impress... to men... to
short backrubs... to space... the final
frontier... where no man has gone
before... to cheesy Heavy Metal...
to getting dissed by chicks... and
roosters... cock-a-doodle-doo... to
warm kegs... to phone bills... and
bills in general, like Bill Graham,
Bill Joel, Bill Idol, and Bill Carter... to circulating resumes... get a
job!... to the smart group... to
healthy people... they make you
sick...to sickness... nothing like
feeling your lung in your throat...
to violent soccer chicks... the excercise is torture enough... to circulating resumes... to deja vu... to
astronomical lottery numbers...
are there really that many people
in this school... to opscanning and
the general torture of registration..,
to stairs that deliberately cause
people to trip... nasty little buggers... to computer, terminals that
make your eyes feel as though they
are ten times the size of your face...
attractive image, isn't it?....

Freedom of Speech Questioned at MSU and MTSU
(CPS) - Students at Memphis State and Middle Tennessee
State universities separately found
themselves in debates over professors' rights to discuss personal
beliefs in the classroom.
Students at Memphis State
University have demonstrated to
get officials to keep criminology
Prof. Byron R. Johnson, who
claims he was fired for using class
time to tell students he is a Chris-

tian and active in a Christian faculty group.
Middle Tennessee State
University (MTSU) students want
sociology Prof. Donald Schneller
out because he was using class
time to promote his anti-abortion
views.
"I think what we may have
is a group (of students) who is prochoice who would prefer I not
present material in this way,"

Schneller said.
Schneller, who teaches
classes on marriage and family and
deviant behavior, said the topic of
abortion comes up "almost every
day" in his classes.
Schneller said students who
have complained to him were offended by pictures he shows of
third-term abortions.
"It is part of the substantive
material in the course," Schneller

News reel
Marking the first anniversary of the murder of six Jesuits, their cook and her daughter in El Salvador, a week-long event with a teach-in, films and a candlelight vigil on the program will be sponsored
by the University's Campus Ministry; Faith, Peace and Justice Program; and the Latin AmericanCaribbean Studies Program.
The program, starting on November 12, is entitled "El Salvador: No to Death; No to War; No to
Injustice."
All of the events are open free to the public.
The schedule of events are as follows: Nov. 12 - Video showing, "Murdered Jesuits and Collaborators in El Salvador"; Oak Room, Campus Center 7- 9 p.m., every half hour. Nov. 13 - Feature film,
"Romero"; Gonzaga Auditorium 7 and 10 p.m.. Nov. 15 - Documentary "El Salvador: Another Viet
Nam"; Nursing Auditorium. Nov. 16 - Memorial mass; Campus Center 12 p.m.
On Nov. 15 at 9:30 p.m., a procession will beheld from the School of Nursing to the Campus Center
patio for a candlelight vigil and the placing of eight crosses in memory of those killed.
Rev. Martin F. McCarthy, a Jesuit astronomer, visits Fairfield to deliver the second talk in a fivepart series, "Jesuits in Modern Science: a Humanistic Perspective" on Nov. 14 at 3 p.m. in the Quick
Center.
Fr. McCarthy works with the Vatican Observatory Research Group in Tucson, Arizona and is
currently exploring the activity of star fields, especially those of the red giant stars.
J. J. Smith travels to the University to present a discussion on the work of realist painter Peter Poskas
on Nov. 16, at noon in the Thomas J. Walsh Art Gallery at the Quick Center.
The leading expert on Poskas works, Smith provides comments on Poskas work, which will be on
display weekdays from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Gallery until Dec. 21.

said of the pictures, which depict
almost-mature fetuses that have
been aborted.
At Memphis State, 225 students have signed a petition for an
official probe of Johnson's dismissal. MSU President Thomas
Carpenter apparently told Johnson
in May that his services would no
longer be needed after May, 1991.
When Johnson asked why
he was being dismissed, he said he

was told he didn't "fit in" at the
college. The administrators have
suggested to Johnson that he teach
at an "institution more closely in
tune with his beliefs."
Johnson said he will file
suit because he believes his religious beliefs were the only reason
he was fired.
Johnson said no students
have ever complained to him about

(Continued on p. 4)

Announcements
A pep rally to introduce this year's squads of both the women's and
men's bastketball teams will get underway at Alumni Hall tonight at 7:30
p.m.
On November 12, a fourm on "The Crisis in the Persian Gulf will
be conducted by the faculty from 7-9:30 p.m. in the Nursing Auditorium.

Classifieds
No Gimmicks- Extra Income Now! Envelope Stuffing - $600$800 every week - Free Detail: SASE to Brooks International, Inc.
PO Box 680084, Orlando, FL 32868.
Fast Fundraising Program $1,000 in just one week. Earn up to
$ 1,000 for your campus organization. Plus a chance at $5,000 more!
This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-932-0528
ext. 50.
Help Wanted: Make Money Watching T.V.! EXCITING new
method. Amazing 24 hour recorded message reveals details. Call
512-585-4808 Ext. 152.
Skiers: The Ski Club is running trips to Smugglers Notch, Okemo,
MT Snow, Park City Utah. Call Pam or Cheryl at 256-0578.
Wake N' Bake!! in fabulous Jamaica/Cancun for only $499.00! Organize group travel FREE! Early birds get free T-shirts! 1-800-4267710.
Jewelry: Beautiful Florida Seashell Necklace; For Catalog: Ocean
Treasures, P.O. Box 337, Hobe Sound, FL 33475.
Need Money? Need help with tuition, books? Need extra spending
money? Work at your leisure. For more details, write: Sandy Strull,
VDept. FM, 6490 SW Ave #1612, Miami, FL 33183.
^
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Buckley Urges Students
To Care For Oppressed

Emily Okenquist
Staff Writer

"The Society of Jesus gathered together in the Thirty-second
General Congregation, acknowledging its own failures in keeping
faith and upholding justice and
asking itself before Christ crucified, what it has done for Him, is
doing for Him, and what it is going
to do for Him."
Rev. Michael J. Buckley,
S.J., a professor of Philosophical
Theology at Notre Dame University, believes this is the crucial
struggle of our time- the struggle
for faith and justice.
He expressed these concerns in his talk "Christian Humanism and the World of Human
Suffering: A Contemporary Challenge to the Catholic Church," the
first of the Bellarmine Lecture
Series by Distinguished Jesuit
Scholars last Thursday.
Great emphasis must be
placed on those that move to bring
about social change and a special
place must be given to the poor and
the oppressed. "We must help and
prepare both young people and
adults to live and to labor for
others and with others," Buckley
said.
Examples of this deep concern for others was found in Jesuit
colleges and universities which
took up the challenge. Buckley
stated Santa Clara University,
Fordham, and Georgetown were
schools which dealt with major
issues of poverty, starvation, war,
and peace.
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Career Planning Corner
Workshop schedule:
Resume Workshop - Friday, Nov. 9,11:45 a.m. in the Career
Planning Center.
Resume Workshop-Tuesday, Nov. 13,3:10p.m. in the CPC.
Rusme Workshop-Thursday, Nov. 15,1:10p.m. in the CPC.
Special Programs:
On Wednesday, Nov. 28,7:30 p.m. in CNS 208 the Marketing Club will sponsor a speaker from MCI who will talk about
marketing careers at MCI. MCI will be recruiting on campus in the
Spring.
Nov. 13,7:30 p.m., Faculty Ding Room, "Workfore 2000: A
Look at the Future of Work."

Individuals could also bring
about social change with community service for the poor. A good
illustration, Buckley said, is the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps' growth in
its devotion to helping the unfortunate. He said that this caring and
concern for the world is very much
a part of any academic education.
"Can the Jesuit universities
move radically in the direction of
the Congregation and not become
a propaganda mill for a political or
social orthodoxy?" Buckley asked
as he went back to the progress St.
Ignatius of Loyola made by establishing higher education through
universities for the arts of humanity.
Buckley stated the importance of possessing a knowledge
of "humane letters" including
grammar, history, and moral philosophy which lead to human
achievement. He quoted the philosopher Veeves as saying human

beings should be - "separated from
the life and the customs of animals,
restored to our humanity, and to be
raised to God Himself."
Buckley quoted another
philosopher who said, "you are
called humane if you are moved by
others' pain and suffering, and if
you are not moved, you are underdeveloped and undereducated."
"We can change society if
people have the will and affectivity to do it," said Buckley. Jesuit
universities must awaken the development of humane students to
bring about this change and to focus
on habitual skills, as well as putting emphasis on feeling for the
aged poor, helpless, and jobless.
Buckley said that it is the
responsibility of every university,
"especially Jesuit universities to
meet this challenge with depth to
shape the educational ideal which
can give leadership to one of the
wealthiest powers on earth."

Special Open House:
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. invites students to an open
house at their corporate offices in NYC. On Friday, Nov. 30, from 25 p.m. Human Resource Representatives will give students a tour,
explain the Management Associate Program and provide interview
tips. AH Majors welcome. Interested seniors should possess leadership qualities, excellent communication and interpersonal skills and
a 3.1 + GPA. Sign up and submit resume at the CPC.
Career Day:
The Actuarial Society of greater NY and The Cauality Actuaries of Greater NY invite math, economics, business and computer
science students and faculty to the Annual Actuarial Career Day on
Thursday, Jan. 3,1991 in NYC. For information and registration forms
contact the CPC.
Resume Due Date is Nov. 16 for students interested in Spring recruiting.
Undergraduate Scholarships Available: Twenty-five
scholarships are available for undergraduate students majoring in
engineering and science disciplines sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
The scholarships are designated for those students interested in pursuing careers in environmental restoration or waste management.
For application contact: Peggy Gibson, Environmental Restoration/Waste Management Scholarship Program, Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Science/Engineering Education Divison, P.O.
Box 117, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0117 or call (615)576-9278.

Vito' Pizza
.7

I.

¥**H9
\

'The King of Kings Highway"
500 Kings Highway East
Fairfield
4 PM—10 PM Weekdays
4 PM—11 PM Thursday
4 PM—1 AM Fridays & Sats.
Closed Tuesdays

334-4994
Free Delivery
($6.00 minimum for delivery)
Pasta Dinners
Ravioli
Lasagna
Baked Stuffed Shells

Salads
$4.25 Tossed
small $1.75 large $3.25
$5.00 Antipasto small $3.00 large $4.95
$5.00

Jumbo Calzones
$5.00
$1.00

Cheese
Extra

includes salad & bread

Buy 2 Dinners
Get 1 Free

1 Large Pizza
For

includes Salad & Bread
not good with other offers.
expires Nov. 31, 1990

not good with other offers,
expires Nov. 31, 1990

$6.50

2 Large 16"
Pizzas for
$12.00
not good with other offers,
expires Nov. 31, 1990
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Campus Roundup from
Across the Country
Earning It The Modern Way
EAST LANSING, Mich. - The old magic lantern doesn't seem to hack it anymore, as one college
student and his friend have discovered a new way to make their wishes come true.
'lie only problem with this method is that it may not only end with untold riches, but some jail time
as well.
The U.S. Secret Service charged Anthony Grewel, 21, and friend David Martin, 23, with using
MSI 's computers since July to manufacture fake cashier's checks worth more than $50,000.
Officials said after they scanned bank logos into a campus Macintosh computer and used a common
illustration program, the two allegedly printed counterfeit cashier's checks on a laser printer.
Their treasure came out to a bicycle, ski equipment, a dining room set and a $17,000 computer
(obviously for school work).
A Sort of Homecoming
NORTHFIELD, Minn. - Homecoming got a new twist at St. Olaf College this October, as visiting
alumni were given condoms by chanting students who were protesting President Melvin George's
refusal to install condom vending machines in the student union and in dorm restrooms.
Protest organizer Jennifer Kirmsse, conceding that students can-get condoms at the campus health
clinic and in nearby Northfield, argued that "in the heat of the moment, it's a little hard to say, 'Wait
a minute, I've got to run down to the hospital' or take a three-mile hike to town."
"I'm always glad to hear out students expressing their opinion," replied George.
This Placebo's On Me
SEATTLE, Wash. - Next time a visit to the local tavern is in order, remember to order the next best
thing, a placebo made to taste like the best brew.
Two hundred University of Washington students managed to think they were feeling the effects
of a night out, as UW researchers told them they were drinking alcoholic beverages that really were
nonalcoholic.
The students proceeded to make gross sexual advances toward each other and confess to feeling
"buzzy" and "a little blasted."
"It's like 'Pavlov's dog,' " said G. Alan Marlatt of UW's Addictive Behaviors Research Center.
"Just knowing you are going to have a drink, seeing it pOured, touching it to your lips and feeling it go
down can make the expectations come true, and set off a chemical reaction in the body."
Volunteering May Actually Pay
WASHINGTON - If the national volunteer service bill, currently up in the House, passes, students
cc uld earn a small weekly stipend and a voucher worth about $5,000 to help pay for college by working
one-to-two years full, time in an authorized community service program.
The law will establish a National Service Board to distribute grants nation wide to youth service
corps, which can use the funds for conservation projects or human service programs.
Students working in a college work study program would be allowed to use awards in community
service programs instead campus jobs.
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250 WESTPORT AVE., NORWALK • 847-7706
Sunday

COLLEGE NIGHT LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Reduced admission with Fairfield ID

Monday

NEW WAVE NITE
HOSTED by WDRE's MALIBU SUE
Reduced admission with Fairfield ID

Shonfeld Explores
Cultural Messages On
Mexican Art
Debra De Shong
Staff Writer
"The Gods sacrificed themselves in order to create the earth
and they demanded the sacrificing
of humans in return."
Human sacrifice and its
depiction in Pre-Columbian art
was explored by Dr. Wendy Shonfeld as she presented a slide show
which focused on the art of Mexico over thirty centuries on Oct. 30
in the Oak Room.
After a trip to Mexico City,
Shonfeld assisted the Metropolitan Museum of Art assemble their
exhibit "Mexico: The Splendor of
Thirty Centuries."
Shonfeld chose representative art that covered the years 1,000
B.C. to 1521 A.D.. She also divided the pieces into geographical
origin.
By examining different
geographical origin, Shonfeld
concentrated on the different cultures that had produced the art.
"The Maya (Indians) had a
writing system and therefore their
art is covered in hieroglyphs," said
Shonfeld.

The Mayans' art, or lowland art, consisted mainly of ceramic vessels and carved altars,
presumably for sacrifices, which
contained much gold and honored
their rulers.
"Highland art was in the
service of the supernatural so you
get more intellectual and abstract
images," Shonfeld explained.
There are many drinking
vessels and figurines from this
period.
From the city of El Tajin,
she found reliefs depicting an
ancient game in which the-players
were war prisoners. The goal of
the game is to decapitate a player
and offer his blood to the Gods.
Shonfeld wrapped up her
presentation with art from Mexico
City, specifically from the Aztec
Indians.
In the area around Mexico
City, man\ artifacts depicting the
lives of gods and animals in symbolic terms were left by the Aztecs.
"The Aztecs brought everything to Mexico City to make it
a microcosm," she said. "If they
could create a world in the capital,
they could control the area."

Freedom of Speech
(Continued from p. 2)
his Christian beliefs, which he
makes known on the first day of
class.
Memphis State senior
Christy Talley, a supporter of
Johnson's, said she thinks other
factors went into Johnson's firing.

The

"I think there's a lot of jealousy (within the department), and
(Johnson) is seen as a threat," she
speculated.
MTSU officials don't plan
to respond further to student complaints about Schneller, who continues to use the same pictures.
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A Glimpse of Chinese Communism From The Horses's Mouth
The Fairfield Mirror

Senior Studying Abroad Sends Message to Students at Home
Jeannie McLafferty
Contributing Writer
As I sat on the bus headed
for Peking University, I had to
keep reminding myself that I was
actually in a communist country.
Along with 70 other "Semester At
Sea" students, I had just arrived in
Beijing, China and was on my way
to the university which would be
home for the next four days.
My first observation as I
stared out the bus window was that
everybody was riding bicycles old and young people, workers
transporting cargo, women in
dresses, and men in suits. Never
before had I seen so many bicycles
and so few cars on one street!
What I found most bizarre
about the whole scene, aside from
the fact that each of these bicycles
looked at least 30 years old, was
that every bike looked exactly the
same.
One might think that a society which relies on bicycles as its
main source of transportation
would have the most advanced and
diverse styles of bikes in the world,
but this is far from the case in
China.
Much of the landscape we
passed left much to be desired.
From a Mirror article I had read
recently, I recalled the anger of a
student concerning the appearance
of the Fairfield University campus
when he returned to school in
September.
Imagine a whole city in a
similar condition. Like Fairfield's
campus, everything in Beijing
looked like it was undergoing major
renovations. The difference here
is tha't these unsightly areas of
Beijing were not due to construction, but were its ordinary appearance.
After an hour-long ride from
the airport, we arrived at Peking
University. Unlike Fairfield, this
school has no parking problems.
Instead, bicycles overrun the campus - which, compared to Fairfield, looked like my conception of

a Nazi work camp.
One can be pretty sure that
no student would voice any complaints about the appearance of
this campus. It is also a safe bet
that there would never be a student-run newspaper at this school
and certainly no commentary section.
The first activity scheduled
for our four-day visit was a dinner
to be held in Restaurant No. 4.
After only a short time on campus,
we learned that none of the buildings had names. Even the dormitories were numbered - ours was
Dorm No. 48. Considering the
communist tendency to suppress
unique characteristics, this classification system was not especially
surprising.
Our dinner consisted of
many different combinations of
meats, vegetables, spices, and of
- course rice. Although we had no
major complaints about the meal,
we did not feel especially spoiled
by it.
We were informed later by
some Chinese students, however,
that we were receiving the royal
treatment. Not only was our food
of a much higher quality than what
the regular students ate, but just the
fact that we had seats while we ate
was quite a privilege.
We noticed mobs of students at meal times carrying their
own bowls to the cafeteria to be
filled and then bringing them back
to their dorms. Due to a lack of
space in the cafeterias, most students eat in their rooms. Somehow, I don't think this concept
would go over too well at Fairfield.
After our meal we were led
to another building, where we were
given one hour to speak with some
of the Chinese students. Although
our American professors had asked
us to be mindful of our inquiries
and aware that these students may
not be free to answer some of our
questions, most of our conversations ultimately led to the subject
of government.
We were extremely curious

to learn these students' views on
communism and their feelings
about the Tiannaman Square incident. Because many of the students involved in that 1989 demonstration came from Peking University, we were almost sure that
the students we met would have
definite views regarding the event.
Most of the students we
talked to shied away from any
questions regarding their government, although several students I
spoke with were very interested in
American government and quite
knowledgeable on the subject.
Although the majority of the
Chinese students we spoke with
were unwilling to discuss either
the Tiannaman Square occurrence
or their government, I got the
impression that they all would have
loved to speak with us more openly
- yet fear was holding them back.
Our conversations with
these students were still running
through our minds as we walked to
Dorm No. 48 that night, and we all
resolved that if these students could
spend just one day in America they
would not accept their oppressive
government for a moment longer.
The lengthy and difficult process
for obtaining a visa makes it impossible for most citizens to leave
China.
Our experience of better
lifestyles made it almost unbearable for us to live in our dorm, the
halls of which smelled like a public rest room and the bathrooms of
which made us feel contaminated
upon entrance.
The saddest thing about our
reactions was that the Chinese
considered ours to be the nicest
dorm on campus. In the other
dorms, students slept six in a room
and had to travel to public bath
houses to shower.
While I would not trade my
experience in China for anything
in the world, I also do not envision
myself returning soon. This trip
has definitely led me to value the
things I have - the first of which is
my U.S. passport.

Ring Around Arrupe
Edward Hines, Jr.
Features Editor
The Egan Chapel, at long
last, is making its presence and
readiness felt with a divine bang.
The first glimmer of that
readiness came this past week, with
the official moving of Campus
Ministry into the new Pedro Arrupe, S.J. center on the lower level
of the chapel.
I use "glimmer" quite appropriately, because that's exactly
the feeling I got when I walked into
the center last Wednesday to make
an appointment with Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J., director of Campus
Ministry.
No one was around. The
silence was eerier than the usual
eeriness of a chapel. The building
felt lonely and barren, longing for
some company.
Oh boy, did it get some -

and fast. I walked in the following
day for my tour and nearly tripped
over a workman and his vacuum
cleaner. My ears were assaulted
by sound from all directions. The
number of people there was tremendous!
There was so much activity that I felt as if I were trapped in
a premature hustle-and-bustle of
the Christmas season!
Hammers were banging,
phones ringing, vacuum cleaners
whining (and tripping unwary
walkers), drills shrilling, and
people moving large boxes into
new offices. The general feeling
was one of excitement and happiness. Fr. Carrier was an extremely
proud tour conductor.
The basic layout of the place
is circular, which is an interesting
choice because it lends the center a
homey, all-encompassing aura.
Each of the four members of

Campus Ministry has an office, as
do Carole Ann Coyne-Maxwell,
director of Liturgical Music, and
the Campus Ministry Council.
The multi-purpose room in
the "central" part of the center can
seat 70 people for lectures, workshops, or periods of recollection.
Another standout feature is the
Community Room's big-screen
television for some big-time video
viewing.
Oh - the place also has its
own kitchen and two microwave
ovens. Ah, the hungry in areas of
Bridgeport surely will receive
many a fine meal from this culinary crock-pot!
With Campus Ministry's
fine people and new headquarters
to offer, hopefully those members
of our community who are unacquainted with them will stop by the
Arrupe center and have a real look
for themselves.

Recycling Tips
(Editor's Note: This tip is taken from 50 Simple Things You Can Do To Save the Earth. Earthworks
Press, Berkeley, Calif.)
* Use reusable containers instead of plastic wrap to store food in the refrigerator.
* Use rags instead of paper towels to wipe up spills in the kitchen.
* Use unbleached coffee filters. These do not contain the deadly toxin, dioxin.

Surprises and Smiles Accompany
the Voyage Home
Edward Hines, Jr.
Features Editor
While most students will
choose Columbus Day weekend
as their typical first visit home of
the new semester, I usually end
up doing things differently. I put
off the inevitable return to Cheshire until this past weekend.
I knew I'd have to be present for my cousin's wedding,
which I was not looking forward
to. The "up" side, however, was
that some old friends also would
be in town. Their presence would
not help my valiant effort to finish the book I had due on Monday, but
at least we'd be together and telling stories I could "get into" with
more ease.
The weekend turned out to be a remarkable assortment of surprises. They began on the Metro-North train to New Haven. There
I was, settling into another chapter of London's The Sea Wolf, when
I looked up into the buggy-eyed face of my buddy Becky as she
bounced by on her way to disembark.
I had no idea that my friend from the College of New Rochelle
was aboard, and I was totally unprepared to see her - almost like a
bridegroom seeing the bride before the wedding ceremony. It's a
completely unexpected and helpless sensation.
She, too, was unprepared, and so our quick yelps of "Oh my
god" and other assorted colorful metaphors were mere formalities
before the real "welcome homes" could be made.
What a welcome I had later that evening. It amazes me how we
each can leave our friends from home, settle into life at college with
other friends, and then return home and still feel that same strong
feeling of friendship and love - almost as if no time had passed at all.
When I saw Irene again for the first time in two months, my first
impulse was still to scare the hell out of her and then laugh with her
despite ourselves. When I saw Laura, my first impulse was to grab
her around the waist, lift her high in the air, and hug the stuffing out
of her. With Becky, the standard hug still demanded that we rock side
to side and enjoy the comfort of the embrace.
I felt the same happy, giddy, devilish, and youthful feelings
with these people. The loyalty among us was solid. Was it not one
rainy night only two months ago, in Irene' s car at some deserted field
in Cheshire, that we wondered what would become of our friendship
when school split us up?
The surprise was that we were right to assume it would remain
intact; the weekend and the greetings and the time we spent together,
laughing and screaming and joking, were the reaffirmation. I mean,
if you can't scream and huddle together at the "ghost" in Three Men
and a Baby, do you really have a lasting relationship?
Another surprise was the fact that my brother and I actually
were able to get along - rather well, I might add. I've never been too
terribly excited when it came to things between me and members of
my "primary" family. I've always preferred to maintain my distance
because... well, because it's the way I am.
But I got that "pang" of "family togetherness" at the unholy
hour of 10 a.m. Saturday. It took my cousin's wedding to make me
crack a smile at the beauty of it all - to reaffirm my de facto place in
my family's midst.
It took my brother's general goofiness and often rare good
mood to assure me that he loved me - in his own way - and that our
youthful bickering could never separate us from depending on one
another.
i
It makes me laugh, now, that I could ever feel such feelings for
my family. It makes me laugh that something as intangible as
friendship could be felt inside. I guess we do have to laugh at life
sometimes. Who knows what surprises await us....

"High Priests " Prepare to
Defend Intramural Title
A revamped High Priests of
Knowledge line-up recently attended an intercollegiate tournament at M.I.T. in preparation for a
second defense of the team's intramural title.
The High Priests, Fairfield's
College Bowl Team, has signed
up two highly promising recruits:
sophomores James Agar and
Robert Bird.
Both have extensive playing experience. Agar played on
the 1989 Junior Achievement national championship team; Bird
was on the team that won the 1990
New England championship.
Alex Nunez, a senior, is
also a new member of the High

Priests.
The High Priests continued
their string of respectable showings in College Bowl tournaments
by winning several important
matches on Saturday, Oct. 13 at
the M.I.T. Beaver Bowl in Cambridge, Mass.
The most exciting contest
was against the M.I.T. "A" Team,
the defending New England champion and national runner-up. The
High Priests held a 50-point lead
for much of the first half before
succumbing to the superior experience of the home team.
High Priest captain Patrick
Foote was chosen to play in the
Beaver Bowl all-star game.
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Do You Think Voting In Political Elections Is Important?

i*i
Jackie MoreUi '92 - "I think
voting is important because we're
supposed to decide who we want
to be in control of our society. It's
our individual decision."

Gina Satta '92 - "I think
it's important because everyone
has a say in their government, and
by voting they give an opinion of
what they expect of their government. I did get an absentee ballot
and I did vote."

Steve Harris '93 - "I live in
Fairfield, so I didn't need an absentee ballot. Voting is very important. We have an obligation to
complete the democratic process
by putting our opinions into the
system."
"Vote Republican!"

Bernard Benedetto '94-"Of
course voting is important! It's
the only way a person has [a] say in
whatever [he's] voting for. You
have a chance to influence the direction of the country and you
should use it."

Dan Fitzpatrick '91 "Yeah, it's important if you follow
it - but I don't."

Internship Offers Exposure to Probation and Destitution
Christina Fox
Contributing Writer
Prologue: I had an eyeopening experience in my internship with the Bridgeport Probation Office last semester.
I worked with a probation
officer on "pre-sentence investigation reports." These are written
by a probation officer who interviews a convicted person awaiting
sentencing and writes a report
about his family background, job
experience, educational history,
and his feelings about the conviction.
,
lhaveexcerptedafewofmy
journal entries which give a general description of what I saw and
heard.
One morning we traveled to
Newtown to interview a 19-year
old who had freely admitted himself [to] the drug treatment program at Fairfield Hills Hospital.
He had been convicted of
robbery and assault and had other
previous encounters with the law,
including a few drug possession
convictions. Basically, he admit-

ted that he had a bad street attitude
and was a guy with whom no one
messed.
After the interview, I asked
my probation supervisor what kind
of sentence this guy was likely to
receive.
My supervisor was confident that he would get a five-tosix-year suspended sentence, provided that he remained in the drug
treatment program until its completion. Then he would have to do
a few years of probation.
At this point, probation
sounds like a positive concept, but
in reality and from what I have
gathered in conversations with
other probation officers, it is really
a lot of adult babysitting.
Although it appears to address the reasons why crimes are
committed by providing the individuals on probation with alternative ways to spend their time either in social programs, steady
jobs, or in structured counseling
sessions - none of these services do
anything to change their home situation.
The home and living environment is where they have devel-

oped asocial and antisocial values
and attitudes, and [it is] where they
will inevitably return after jail or
while on probation.
It was obvious that the
young man we interviewed still
had some of his bad attitude, but a
positive self-image was beginning
to show and his desire to change
his lifestyle was apparent in what
he said.
He wanted to return to
Bridgeport to be close to his family, but he wanted his own apartment.
My probation supervisor
thought that the man's greatest risk
in returning to his old neighborhood would be running into his
"old friends" at parties.
How much "will power"
would he have to refuse free drugs
from "old friends?" What would
happen when he lost his first job or
got laid off?
Would he be coerced into
selling drugs in order to support
himself while he looked for work,
or would he be seduced by them to
cope with the anger, frustration,
and depression of being out of
work?

I suspected that it would be
very hard for him to maintain his
new "straight-laced" lifestyle when
he returned to the old neighborhood, the "old friends," and all the
same pressures on top of those
created by living on his own.
Another day we took a ride
into the P.T. Barnum housing projects in Bridgeport, one of the most
economically depressed housing
projects in the country.
Driving into P.T. Barnum is
like entering a totally different
world. I never imagined anything
like it before I went there.
There was no sign of life
and immediately an eerie feeling
came over me. I quickly realized
that I wasn't walking on my own
territory. I was an outsider.
There were no trees orflowers or plants. Brick buildings stood
stark [in front of] metal fences. No
grass. Where do the children play?
There was no fire door on
one of the buildings, just an empty
doorway that looked as if the door
had been broken off or forcibly
taken down. The inside was covered with a variety of spray-painted
images and words.

The young woman [we
spoke to] was living with the subject we were interviewing at the
time of his arrest. She was aware
of his drug problem as well as the
weapons he regularly carried and
kept in the house. She had been an
irregular drug user herself as far as
we could tell from what she said
about her teenage years. She realized that her partner was involved
in some serious drug business and
was lucky to be alive.
She no longer cared about
the drugs and his selling. She had
three children to raise, and saw the
problems drugs were causing in
the projects of P.T. Barnum.
Her situation was not going
to change, though, and if her partner was not incarcerated upon
sentencing he would be back living with her in that environment
and selling drugs again.
Epilogue: These are only
two ofthe experiences I found to be
valuable during my internship. I
hope they generate some discussion around campus, expecially as
the topics relate to different majors.

QRE LSAT QMAT QRE
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24 HOUR
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41 Meadow St. Fairfield
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LSAT QMAT QRE LSAT
When you walk in to take your graduate level exam, you want to be armed and
dangerous. Let College Bound give you all the ammo you need. Our preparation
classes can raise your score as much as 30% or more. And that's just one part
of our complete program. We also offer Grad School Counseling-a service that
helps you target and win entrance to the right grad school for you.

JANET RONKIN'S

COLLEGE BOUND
(iREAT NECK 516-466-0377
STAMFORD 203-348-2882
HUXTINGTON 516-427-0055
WESTPORT 203-227-7440
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• 4 Wheel Drive Recovery
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Auto Info

Steps and Checks When Buying a Car from a Private Seller
John P. Clare
Contributing Writer
Of the three groups from
which you can buy a used car - car
rental agencies, automotive dealerships, and private sellers - the
most familiar of these is the private
seller.

Almost all magazines and
newspapers reserve a section for
sellers to advertise their cars. When
searching through these ads, keep
a few things in mind:
1. Look for a car that suits
your specific needs.
2. Approach the ads with a
set price range in mind.

Oxfam Fasts for
World Hunger
Ringgo Abarro
Contributing Writer ■
Every day almost one billion people around the world go
hungry. Sixty thousand of them
die daily, and two-thirds of them
are children under age five.
"Oxfam America" is a nonprofit international agency which
funds self-help development and
disaster relief projects in poor
countries in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Caribbean.
Oxfam also produces and
distributes educational materials
for people in the United States on
the issues of hunger and development.
"Oxfam America" is distinguished from other aid agencies by
its independent status and its philosophy that, given the proper resources, poor people are capable
of planning and carrying out their
own solutions.
Next Thursday, Nov. 15,
members of "Coalition For A Better World" and almost one million
other Americans will work to end
this tragedy by taking part in Oxfam
America's seventeenth annual
"FastForA World Harvest." Since

3. Decide beforehand if you
would be willing to pay any outstanding payments on the car.
Once you have selected a
few cars you might want, arrange
with the owners to let you examine
and drive each one.
When examining the car,
follow a step-by-step process. With

I

I
I

1973, more than six million Americans have fasted to raise money for
"Oxfam America."
The events begin Sunday,
Nov. 11 with Fr. Peter Hereley,
O.P. speaking at Sunday Masses
about his experiences with the poor
in the Caribbean. Fr. Hereley also
will speak about the work done by
"Food For The Poor," a non-profit
organization designed to improve
economic, social, and health situations in Jamaica, Haiti, and the
Caribbean. He will be available to
speak to students on Monday, Nov.
12.
From Monday through
Wednesday (Nov. 12-14) there will
be displays, exhibits, and pamphlets in the Campus Center explaining the situation and work
being done by Oxfam. Sign-ups
for the fast on Nov. 15 also will be
available.
On Thursday "Coalition For
A Better World" will ask students
to fast for the day. Students may
choose to give up three meals or
just dinner. Seller's will donate
the proceeds to "Oxfam America."
"Oxfam America" was
founded in 1970 and is based in
Boston, Mass.
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stores.
For the first time ever, consumers can rent and purchase
Tengen video games for the Nintendo Entertainment System, Sega
Genesis System, and NEC TurboGrafx 16.
In addition, the $5 customer
rebate that is applied to any Tengen
game purchase fits right into a college student's budget.

What could be a better tension reliever (or blind date icebreaker) than popping in a favorite
video game, such as "R.B.I. Baseball 2," "Ms. Pac-Man," or "Klax"
- the mind-boggling puzzle game
which is sweeping the nation?
For a Friday night pause from
cracking open the books, pick up a
video game and have "a touch of
Klax" party with your friends.

by S«'l Walko
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Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the water:
see Jaws in the Rec Plex Pool.
Saturday November 10th 6:30-8:30 pm. Bring your I.D.
Sponsored by the Alcohol Awareness Team.
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$2 OFF
SUPERCUTS

them under various braking situations.
When checking the odometer (the gauge which records the
mileage), always ask to see emissions papers. The mileage written
on the emissions papers should be
the same as the mileage on the
odometer. If there is a large discrepancy, this could mean the
owner has tampered with the
odometer.
Likewise, if any work has
been done on the car (new engine,
new brakes, etc.), be sure to look at
the receipts. This will ensure that
the work was done by a professional.
Before buying the car, always arrange for the owner to leave
the car with a mechanic you know
and trust so that the engine can be
thoroughly inspected.
Questions about buying cars
or automobiles in general may be
directed to Box AA.

Video Games Relieve Test Stress
Forget aspirin, forget pizza
binges, forget beer.
Video game maker Tengen,
Inc. has come up with a new remedy to relieve mid-term stress and
classroom blues for college students that is sweeping the nation.
Some of the world' s best video
games, including Tengen's latest
hit title "Klax," can be rented and
purchased at local video rental

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!
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regard to the exterior, check to see
that all the lights are in place and
working, that there is no rust on the
car, and that the doors and windows shut tightly.
When examining the interior, always look at the pedals and
the mileage.
If there is low mileage
(40,000 miles or less) and the pedals
are worn, that means the car has
been driven in a lot of stop-and-go
traffic. Depending upon the situ-,
ation, this could result in rapid
brake wear and even early engine
failure.
Also check the general
appearance of the interior. Make
certain that the controls on the dash
and the courtesy lights work.
When test-driving the car,
listen for any out-of-the-ordinary
sounds. Be aware that the looser
the steering system is, the greater
the chance of it failing. Note the
brake feel and response and try

I

I
I
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Editorial Page

University
Out Of Line

First Selectwoman Jackie Durrell recently requested that the University fund police patrols at the
beach. This measure would further involve the University at the Beach where it already has too strong
a hand.
As University policy stands now, students arrested at the Beach not only have to answer to
community officials but University officials as well.
Therefore, those students are punished twice for one
mistake.
Fairfield students do represent the University,
but their actions off campus do not fall under University jurisdiction. Students living off-campus are residents of the Town of Fairfield and must comply with
Town laws. If they fail to do so, then it is the Town that
has the authority to penalize them.
Students off campus are private citizens just like
anyone else and the University can not have absolute
domain over them. The University's authority ends at
the fence surrounding the campus.
It is unreasonable for Durrell to expect the University to pay for increased law enforcement at the
beach when the University's involvement is already
extensive. We do not pay tuition so that the Town can
increase its harassment of the students. Nor do we
pay tuition for the University to act as our guardians
everywhere we go.
On campus we must respect the authority of the
University, but off campus the University has no authority. The administration has no right to interrogate
students who have violated Town laws. They think
they have this power, but legally, they do not.
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Letters to the Editor
More questions to ask ourselves on the crisis in the Middle East.
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
the attack made on John C. Blake
by Kristen Mahoney in the October 25 issue of The Mirror.
First of all, I'd4ike to commend Mr. Blake for raising some
important questions that should be
on our minds concerning the situation in the Middle East.
I don't "
think it is Mr.
Blake's "ignorance" that led
him to write his
article,
but
rather a concern
for the lives that
our citizens will
be laying on the
line if a war
breaks out.
Yes,
Miss Mahone,
you're absolutely right. Our
economy is centered on oil. But
the next ques- cfflfa-^to^ CPS
tion that should
logically come to mind is: "Why is
it that way?" Why have we consistently failed to come up with an
energy policy that is not totally dependent on foreign oil?
Such a policy could easily
be created, but corporate interests
don't look kindly on a policy that
will rob them of any portion of
their tremendous profits. This is
why efficient mass transportation

does not exist in the U.S. (the auto
industry has seen to that).
I think Gary Trudeau said it
best in one of his Doonsebury
comic strips: "We' re here for cheap
oil! We're here so we don't need
an energy policy! (And) we're
here so Bush can drive a boat so
overpowered it's favored by drug
smugglers."
Economics aside, I would

like to address Miss Mahoney's
question: "Is it right to take over
another country?"
I guess that question doesn't
bother Miss Mahoney when it's
the United States committing the
crime. Was it right for us to steal
the Southwest and Pacific Northwest from Mexico in 1848?
Was it right for us to launch
a dirty covert war against Nicara-

gua for ten years? Was it right for
us to invade the tiny country of
Grenada in 1983? Was it right for
us to invade Panama in order to apprehend one person (who, by the
way, used to be on the CIA payroll)?
Putting these double standards aside, there are many more
questions that have to be addressed.
How strong is the support we'll receive from other
Middle Eastern
countries?
If war
does break out,
how long will it
take us to win it?
How much will it
cost- monetarily
and, more importantly, in terms of
human lives?
What kind
of repercussions
will this have on
future relations
with the Middle
East? Will incursion
provide
more grist for the
terrorist mill? Is this part of an
attempt to divert our attention from
important national issues such as
the Savings and Loan scandal or
the budget crisis?
These are all questions that
must be adequately, addressed before we make a commitment to a
military solution.
Alex Nunez, '91

Critics of the United States, part-time nationalists or true patriots?
To the Editor:
I so strongly object to the
opinions expressed two weeks ago
by A.J. Mancini in "America's
World Series Nationalism" that I
would like to present an opposing
view to it.
Mancini complains about
the "part-time patriotism" of
Americans who show "extreme nationalism" during this state of
"semi-war" with Iraq.
His complaint is that there
is not enough nationlism in America, as it emerges only when the
country is threatened by a foreign
enemy. He goes on to rebuke those
who "rant and rave about how bad
this country is and how incompetent our government is."
I Would argue that the ranters and ravers among us, in caring
enough about America to speak
out and criticize where there is
injustice and incompetence, are
better and more complete citizens
of America than the war patriots

that Mr. Mancini praises.
If we as citizens perceive
that the politicians or policies of
America are corrupt or unjust, then
we have not only a right but a duty
to voice dissent.
Mancini, to the contrary,
would have us "stand behind our
country through thick and thin."
He says, "We must realize that this
country does stand for good, although it may not always seem that
way."
Does anyone actually still
believe in this kind of ethnocentric
rubbish- of America as having a
superior moral claim, just by virtue of being American?
This is the kind of dangerous "City on the hill"- might is
right- mentality which led to
American involvement in Vietnam.
It seems as though the lessons of
American moral fallibility learned
there have been promptly forgotten. Isincerelyhopewedon'thave
to re-learn the same lessons in the
Middle East.

The dangerous stupidity of
this article doesn't end here.
What about the revelation
that "the United States is always a
viable force in the fight for Democracy for this, this country
should always be applauded."
Well, bravo America for
your past policy in Central America. Congratulations for your fight
for democracy in China. What a
great struggle you put up in post
World War II Hungary.
Well done in the Dominican Republic and the Philippines.
Great effort in Grenada and three
cheers for your 52% domestic
voter participation rate in the last
elections.
Your enemies will not tell
you your faults. Only your friends
can be trusted to tell you when you
do something wrong. So maybe
those citizens who speak up and
criticize are not part-time nationalists after all.
Teresa A. Maguire, '91

Students thank University community following house fire at beach.
To the Editor:
We would like to thank all
the members of the Fairfield University community for everything
you have done for us since our
house was damaged by fire fire

last week.
Your friendship, help and
support mean more to us than you' 11
ever know.
Special thanks to the Fishbowl and everyone who contributed their collection, the Dying

Iguana for giving us the necessities, the Zoo for providing a temporary home and Touch of Grey
(Maura, too!) for absolutely everything!
The Irish Barn

Setters helps make Halloween a treat for Bridgeport children.
To the Editor:
This past Wednesday, Coalition for a Better World ran a
Halloween Trick-or-Treat Fest at
some of the townhouses and Claver
Hall for children from Bridgeport

shelters.
We would like to publicly
acknowledge and thank the managers of Seilers for their generous,
voluntary contribution to the trickor-treaters. Seiler's donated cookies, lemonade, and a great amount

of candy.
All of this helped make
Halloween a fun time for these
children.
Coalition For
A Better World
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Some preaching of my own for the Pope
I just thought I'd take him up on his free speech offer.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
Who does this Pope guy
think he is anyway?
Last week, The Mirror
reported that the Vatican sent a 49page letter to all Catholic universities full of all kinds of new guidelines on free speech, but which
stopped short of actually denying
us the freedom to express our personal opinions.
Gee, what a nice guy.
Now I could be mistaken,
but aren't all of us already guaranteed the right to speak freely in this
country?
So who told this guy he
could start telling us what we can
and can't say all of a sudden?
Hmm. Maybe it's just old

run our lives (assuming that one
even exists), the fact is that neither
he nor the Church itself has the
authority to tell us what we can
and can not say.
Thanks, but that's why we
have a Constitution, and it seems
to be working pretty well so far.
Of course, as soon as any problems
pop up, the Pope will be the first
person we call.
But this latest pontific fiasco should come as no surprise to
age setting in, or that funny little anyone that knows anything about
hat he wears around all the time to the Church.
For years now, the Vatican
cover his bald spot. Or maybe the
dry cleaners over at the Vatican, has been trying to tell us what we
used a little too much starch last can and can not say, what we can
time they washed the Holy Under- and can not think, and what we can
and can not do (not to mention
wear or something.
But whatever the reason with whom we can and can not do
behind the Pope's latest attempt to it).

Grading Freshman estimates
Jennifer Benson
Staff Writer
You may have noticed that
the Freshmen dorms have become
frighteningly quiet during the past
week, and attendance for many
classes has suddenly increased.
The cause? Freshman estimates and the discovery that good
grades really are a product of hard
work.
Partying almost every
weeknight and sleeping through
morning classes was a ritual practiced by many Freshmen since
September. But after this past
week's appointments with Faculty
Advisors, many Freshmen have
finally had their eyes opened.
For some, it was a pleasant
experience, but for the majority of
us, it meant contriving explanations to offer mom and dad for the
low grade point average before they

received the estimates in the mail
and Thanksgiving vacation was
all but ruined.
Although sending parents
these grades may seem unnecessary considering that they will
probably have changed drastically
by the end of the semester, our
parents have a right to know how
their children are doing, and how
their money is being spent;
Is it worth putting all this
additional pressure on Freshmen
both from their parents and often
themselves? Perhaps. I have to
say that my estimates opened my
eyes before it was too late to change
the situation. I wouldn't have
wanted to return home for Christmas break if my estimates were a
reality.
It is often difficult for students to determine how they are
doing academically during the
first few weeks of the semester.

Freshmen estimatesprovide Freshmen with concrete evidence of how
they are managing (or mismanaging) their time.
Freshman estimates aren't
perfect, however.
Too often, professors are
inconsistent in their grading. Many
simply give every student a B or
lower on the basis that it is still too
early to give out any A's. Many
see this as a way to motivate students, but frankly, it is unfair in
that the effort put forth by students
goes unrecognized.
As the semester continues
on, so too will the quiet weeknights
on the halls of Freshmen, as many
seek to rescue themselves from
the holes which many have dug
themselves into.
But don't despair. I have
confidence that the Freshmen will
continue to relieve all of their academic stresses on the weekends.

Walking in a Seilers wonderland
Let them eat jumbo franks.
John C. Blake
Staff Writer
I stand in the fast food line and
stare at the hot dog machine, mesmerized by the glistening franks as
they roll rhythmically up and
down the grill.
I've never seen anyone order
a hot dog; I think they're merely
for show, just like those fake steaks
you see in gas grill displays at
Sears.
I move forward and analyze
my other choices. To my utter
horror, I spy jumbo franks, killer,
torpedo-size hot dogs. Man, those
things are just too big. My greatest
fear is to be attacked by a masked
man brandishing a jumbo frank.
As my appetite fades, I settle
for a Grade D hamburger and go to
get some fruit punch. The red stuff
usually tastes good, but I avoid the
orange drink at all costs. They
make it too strong and it tastes like
liquid Pez.
Needing something else, I

inspect the soup du jour. The card
says Navy Bean. Just for giggles I
lift the lid of the pot. My knees
buckle; I should have known better.
I move on to the potato bar.
Face it, no matter how much sour
cream or diced ham you put on the
potato, it's still undercooked. And
while we're on the subject, let's
analyze this whole bar thing. Salad
bar, nacho bar, hot dog bar....
It sounds real glamorous and
all, but it doesn't change the way
the food tastes.
"Hey Edna, let's take the kids
to da hot dog bar at Seller's tonight."
"Oh, Bubba, you big spender.
Last night Ponderosa, tonight the
hot dog bar...."
Finally, I check out desert,
which is usually good. If they
made dinner half as good as desert,
the food would be decent. Of
course, I do remember the time
they garnished the chocolate pudding with cheddar cheese goldfish.

What upsets me the most is
how they only serve breakfast at
brunch. Brunch is supposed to be
a combination of breakfast and
lunch, and yet they never have hot
lunch items like grilled cheese or
pizza.
I complained to one of the
managers at the beginning of the
semester, and he said they would
be serving lunch items soon. Eight
weeks later, I go to brunch and
they finally have a lunch item.
Grilled fish.
I remember those cold, rainy
afternoons when mom would make
me soup and grilled fish. It seemed
so distant until a. couple of days
ago.
Ocassionally, you can get a
good meal at Seller's, but we pay
for the food and shouldn't have to
play hit or miss at mealtime. The
food doesn't have to be fancy, just
palatable.
Seiler's may be working with
a limited budget, but I'm working
with a limited lifespan.

Are you mad about the Middle East crisis? Bothered by the
budget battle in Washington? Or justfed up with Fairfield?
Write a Letter to the Editor or a commentary in The Mirror.
You'll look and feel much better afterward. We promise.

Everything from absolution
to abortion, communion to condoms- the Church has all the answers.
Or so it thinks.
In fact, they've been trying
to run our lives for so long now that
we've started getting used to it.
We just smile and say, "thanks,"
like good little Catholics as we sit
back and watch the Pope rob us of
our most basic rights.
Oh well. So much for separation of church and state.
But even more annoying
than the Pope pretending to be the
President, is the fact that everyone
is getting all gitty just because he
decided to let us keep the freedoms
we already had, and which he has
no authority to take away from us
in the first place.
For example, Fr. Kelley
commented that the Pope's letter,
"reaffirmed the two things which
are so essential to universitiesacademic freedom, without which
there could be no university, and
institutional autonomy."
Oh, c'mon. Get a clue.
About the only thing the letter
reaffirmed is the fact that the Pope
needs to get out of the Vatican for
some fresh air more often.
Oops, I forgot- there is no
such thing as fresh air in Rome.

Hey, maybe that explains it.
Praising the Pope for being
so kind as to allow us to exercise
our right to free speech is almost as
ridiculous as awarding Mikhail
Gorbachev the 1990 Nobel Peace
Prize for not murdering thousands
of people with Soviet troops last
year in Eastern Europe.
Sure. And while we're at it,
why don't we just canonize Saddam Hussein for not using chemical weapons when he invaded
Kuwait back in August. Boy, that
Saddam- he's really a great guy,
huh?
Give me a break.
The fact is that no matter
what the Pope, or the Church, or
Fr. Kelley seem to think, this country is ruled from Washington by
the Constitution, not from the
Vatican by decree.
I seem to remember voting
for George Bush to run the show
around here, not John Paul II.
So instead of babbling about
how wonderful the Pope is for not
taking away our freedom of speech,
maybe the next time he starts with
another one of his God impersonations, we should remind him (and
ourselves) that while he may be the
leader of the Church, he is not the
leader of the United States, and he
is certainly not God.

Course registration,
is there a better way?
A.J. Mancini
Staff Writer
Weeks before the beginning of the semester, we trudge up
to our advisors' offices, pick up a Scan-Tron form, fill in a few
bubbles, and gleefully tell our friends, "I registered!" Right?
Wrong.
Okay, it's not as simple as it looks, because we all realize
that three weeks later, we will be standing in line at the
registrar's office going through the dreaded "Drop/Add" process. Then, week one of the new semester will usually see us
queing up once again, wasting hours upon hours of time doing
the exact same thing.
Apparently, there must be a better way. Or is there?
Fairfield has about 3000 students registering for roughly
five courses each. This translates into 15,000 possible problematic areas. It is no wonder that the registrar is most popular
around registration time. I'm sure the number of problems can
be cut down, but can they be eliminated?
That's a very good question.
The newly proposed system (which was put into effect one
week and taken out of commission the next) seems to have its
advantages. But, I still see certain problem areas.
In a certain time period, there are still going to be hundreds
of students registering at a limited number of terminals. Without a doubt, there will still be lines. And, invariably, students
will change their minds over the course of time, and have to
drop/add at the beginning of the semester anyway.
The result, much of the same old thing.
At this point, most of you are probably asking, "What is your
solution?" I must have one. I mean, why wouldn't I? Well, I
think I do.
No, its not perfect. As a matter of fact, many of you might
think it stinks. But, for what it's worth here it is:
Keep the old system.
What? Keep the old system? Yes, why not. It works,
doesn't it?
We get our courses, don't we? Sure, there are a couple of
days in early September and late January where you may have
to spend a while in line, but, hey, what the heck. That's why
they have us report a day early.
Come on, grab a friend, a bag of chips and a Walkman, and
you're all set. If this doesn't appease you, then why not take
up crochet or macrame during the semester break? I'm sure
you can make something, anything while waiting to sign up for
courses.
Why change something that works, even if it works only
reasonably well? I'm sure that any other system will be worse.
And you can quote me on that.
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Addressing the drug problem
A.J. Mancini
Staff Writer
This past week, there has been
a lot of talk about the alcohol problem on campus and in society in
general. The phrase "Take AIM"
has become synonymous with the
Fairfield University campus.
I am glad to see this happening,
and I don' t think it has been done in
vain. It has been undoubtedly an
excellent campaign for a worthwhile cause.
But, while this
is going on, there
is another major
problem which is,
being ignored.
The drug problem, of course.
Yes, I know this is
a delicate issue,
even more so than
the alcohol issue,
but it is equally as
important, and
equally as dangerous.
Drugs are not
as prevalent in
society as alcohol.
However, this
problem does does exist in American society of today. And, as scary
as it seems, it exists on our humble
campus as well.
Drugs can be a very dangerous
problem. Whereas alcohol eats
away at your liver and kills a few
brain cells, drugs kill a few more
brain cells and trap you for life.
Drugs are highly addictive. As for
people who insist they are not
addicted and yet do drugs constantly, they are lying to them-

selves and their peers.
Nowadays, everybody knows
about the drug problem. The question is, what can we do about it.
Let's see. "Take DIM"-(Drugs
in Moderation) may be a catch
phrase in a queer sort of way, but
that cannot be our goal. People
usually should not (and most probably cannot) take drugs in moderation. Drugs do funny things to
people. Every time a person takes
drugs they are basically playing

Russian Roulette with their lives.
About the only way it will be
their last time taking drugs is if
they die from it.
Drugs should not be taken at
all. The human body just can't
take it. Anytime someone does
drugs, they are doing irreparable
damage to their body. Damage
that may negatively influence their
lives in one way or another.
Do I have any answers? Not
really. But, I do have some advice

for people who take drugs and for
those who know people who do.
To those who take drugs, I ask
you to look at your lives and see
just what they are doing for you.
Chances are, drugs are playing no
beneficial role in your life. Most
probably, they are more of a detriment than anything else. Also,
keep in mind that there is probably
no easy way to end your drug use
now. And, if you keep it up, it will
be even more difficult to stop it
later.
Now, for
those who know
people who take
drugs, I implore
you to help them
realize
that
drugs are doing
no good. Show
them that they
can live happily
without them.
And be there for
them if they decide to quit.
None of us
should look
down upon drug
users.
Most
times, people
turn to drugs because they are sad,
hurt, or alone. These are people
who need help. We are no better
than they are because we don't do
drugs. We are just lucky because
we never fell into the trap. So,let's
work together with them and help
eradicate this problem which is
plaguing the future of America.
Drugs affect all of us in one
way or another. It is everybody's
job to help fight this problem. So,
let's do it.

Do you sit home alone every weekend just because you have
no friends? Well, get a life! Write commentary for The Mirror.
You'll be the most popular kid on campus in no time.

The problem at the plex
The administration, who else?
Joseph M. Labella
Staff Writer
What's happening at the RecPlex these days? Does anybody care? After all, it's the most used facility on campus next to
Super-Ds (which basically becomes school property on weekends).
The RecPlex has greatly improved under its director, Rex
Pringle. In only his second year at Fairfield, Pringle has overseen
the installation of the free-weight room, as well as new stationary
bicycles and stair-masters.
Although the free-weight room is not free, it is not designed
to milk the students for more money (like parking tickets or the cost
of a new ID). And at least all the money received from the students
who use the weight room is put back into it- unlike other parts of
the University where money is taken from the students and is lost
in a general fund.
Pringle has submitted many proposals for review, most of
which have been rejected on the grounds of cost. Yet most of this
cost is a result of the University's lack of thinking which we must
then pay for.
Prior to Mr. Pringle' s arrival, for example, the nautilus room
was painted. But only one wall (the same wall) was painted every
year for eleven years. Luckily Pringle decided to have all four
walls painted.
Another classic example was the plan to illuminate Campion
and the adjacent fields so intramurals could be played at night. The
administration decided that the project was too costly and would
disturb the neighbors. So it cut the height of the lighting poles, and
placed four lights on each pole instead of six.
Reality. The poles are too short, just like the administration's shortsightedness: And the lights are too dim, just like the administration. Not to mention, the neighbors still complain about
the lights.
But the biggest gaffe of the administration has been its
refusal to fix the many leaks in the RecPlex's Birkenstock fieldhouse. Its excuse is that to fix it might require redoing part of the
roof, thus costing too much. So the administration would rather
see the cost put directly on students by exposing them to hazardous
playing conditions.
The administration should fix the roof by calling back
Fletcher-Thompson, the same fine people who brought you FOB,
The Quick Center, and the soon-to-be completed Chapel, and
telling them to fix it.
It's time for students to pressure the administration, specifically University Provost, John Barone, who is directly responsible
for not having the roof properly repaired. Barone has not once
taken the time to see the condition of the fieldhouse.
If and when Barone decides to listen to the sound advice of
Pringle and the students of Fairfield, maybe we'd have an even
bigger, better and safer RecPlex.
Or is that to much to ask?

Quoted This Week

The Fairfield University Deal

"Once you inhibit the discussion of topics in a university, you undermine what a
university is. And if this school was going to do that, I would do everything in my
power to see that it didn't happen."
-Dr. Donald Greenberg, Politics professor, on the new guidelines set by
the Vatican for Catholic universities.
"I'm afraid that one night I'm going to come back home so drunk, I'm going to
eat the cat food."
-a student, after walking home from a party at one of the townhouses last
weekend.

Buy One/Get One
For .99$ w/purchase of 22 oz. Drink

"What's his name...Murray?"
-Steve Mazza, '94, on Billy Crystal's character in the movie When Harry
Met Sally.
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Tony Germinario

Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor

My dedication to the film
field runs deep. For this reason, I
have surpassed even my own lofty
standards in order to bring you
three reviews this week. The films
in order of viewing are "Jacob's
Ladder", "Mr. Destiny", and "Reversal of Fortune". The latter two
films I found to be entertaining,
while I found that "Jacob's Ladder" fell short of its promise.
"Jacob's Ladder", from the
makers of "Fatal Attraction", is a
psycho thriller about Jacob Singer,
played by Tim Robbins ("Bull
Durham", "Cadillac Man"), a U.S
Postman who served in Vietnam.
The film begins in flashbacks, or
so you are led to believe, until
Singer is stabbed in the stomach
during warfare.
For the rest of the film,
Singer battles the literal demons of
his past. He has daily encounters
with the faceless monkeys on his
back as he also fights the memories of his dead son. When he
finally realizes that he is not alone
in his nightmares, he sets out to
fight back against the US Army,
everyone's rival.
While the plot has some
merit, it becomes quite confusing.
It heads off in a completely different direction and comes off as some
eternal battle between life and
death.
The cinematography is
excellent, but it is the only thing
that keeps any tension in the film.
I was constantly on the alert to
jump out of my seat, but only
jumped once throughout the entire
film. Not really a thriller in my
book.
Robbins' character is sympathetic, but too wishy-washy for
the rest of the story. 'A bit more

6PC
f trength was needed in his character. He spends more time trying to
find out where he is than who he is,
which is what the film needed.
Add a confusing ending and you
have a disappointing film.
Next, is "Mr. Destiny", the
new vehicle of Jim Belushi and
Michael Caine. Belushi stars as
Larry Burroughs, a real nice guy
with a nice job who is married to a
nice wife. As he grins cutely, he
realizes that his life is just a bit
boring.
Enter Mike, the bartender
(Caine). With a quick shot of a
drink called Spilled Milk, a drink
that can never be spilled again,
Larry's past is changed and he hits
the big home run in high school
that makes him a big star.
He's now rich with a hot
wife and a cushy job, where, unbeknownst to him, everyone hates
him.
Once his life is changed,
Larry sees that his life was better
the old way.
If it sounds a little bit like
"It's a Wonderful Life", well, it is.
Almost exactly like it, in fact. But
when watching the film, you don't
really mind. The film is funny and
cute but not sappy.
Belushi turns in another fine
role and should soon establish
himself as one of the top comedic
talents in the industry. Besides,

when was the last time you saw
Eddie Murphy do something funny.
Caine also hands in a commendable performance as Larry's
pseudo-conscience.
The final film of the week is
"Reversal of Fortune", a film about
the von Bulow controversy. Glenn
Close stars as Sunny von Bulow,
Jeremy Irons plays Claus von
Bulow, and Ron Silver plays von
Bulow's lawyer, Alan Dershowitz.
Interestingly, the film is told
in tr^e narrative from the comatose
body of Sunny von Bulow. Still
comatose to this day, she presents
a possible story as it may have
happened for the audience to decipher.
Von Bulow has already been
sentenced to 30 years in prison
when the film begins. He retains
the services of Dershowitz, a Harvard law professor, who goes out
on a limb to take the case. Dershowitz must then determine
whether or not he believes the
strange man or does he just want to
get him off.
What I liked about the film
was that it told the story of von
Bulow, it did not preach his innocence or guilt, but rather left questions in the air.
It leaves the decision in the
hands of the audience, which ultimately is where it should be.
While the decision was
reversed by the Rhode Island supreme court, the film ends with
Sunny von Bulow talking about
the decision and whether or hot it is
just.
Non-fiction pieces like this
are often difficult to bring off, but
this film accomplishes it. Silver
steals the show with some fine
acting in the major role, and Close
is her usual bitchy self. '
Until next time, I'll see
you at the flix.

First Solo Show to Open at Gallery
Peter Poskas' Work to Christen Walsh Gallery

Art by Peter Poskas featuring unique sensitivities to seasonal
light and the changing moods of
New England will be exhibited in
a major solo exhibition at the Quick
Center's Thomas J. Walsh Art
Gallery from November 9 through
December 21.
A selection of 35 paintings
and drawings is being assembled
from private collections and from
a current survey presented through
Schmidt-Bingham Gallery of New
York City.
In developing this exhibi-

tion - the first solo show at the new
Walsh Art Gallery - Poskas was
chosen as a leading figure representing New England.
Poskas, a native of Waterbury, currently resides in Washington, Connecticut, where he
continues to refine his realist vision. He attended the Paier School
of Art and the University of Hartford and has exhibited in numerous solo and group shows throughout the Northeast since 1968.
The exhibition's opening
reception will take place on Fri-V

day, November 9 from 6-8 p.m.
At 8:00 p.m., The Evenings of
Music Series will present a performance by "Solid Brass," an 11piece chamber ensemble, in the
adjacent Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J.
Theatre.
The Walsh Art Gallery is
open Tuesday through Saturday,
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and closed from
November 22 to November 26 for
Thankgiving.
For information about the
exhibition, please contact the art
gallery at 254-2972 or 254-4242.
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Patrick McCarthy
Staff Writer
Movies can be quite eloquent without the benefit of a
spoken soundtrack; indeed, some
of the screen's most famous and
best-loved classics are silent. The
following films are among those
works.
"Birth of a Nation" (1915) D. W. Griffith's Civil
War epic is generally considered
the most influential film in the
history of cinema. Griffith's main
contribution to the medium was his idea of dividing a scene into separate shots. Prior to Griffith, Henry Porter had devised the practice of
stringing scenes together to achieve a narrative, but Griffith's concept
led to the building of dramatic effect.
He made innumerable other contributions to his art, such as
broadening the cinema's subject matter, developing perspective on
film and using shots like the close-up to obtain a more emotional result.
He sank all of his revolutionary expertise into "Birth," a recounting of the effect of the War and Reconstruction on two families,
the Northern Strongmans and the Southern Camerons. Its technical
excellence made a profound impression on filmmakers worldwide.
"The General" - (1926) The great acrobatic comedian Buster
Keaton was never better than in this gem, the achingly funny tale of a
young man who wants to join the Confederate Army, only to be told
he is more valuable to th& cause as the enginner of the General
locomotive.
When the train is stolen by Union troops, he makes an epic
journey to retrieve it, obsessed with proving his worth to himself and
to his sweetheart, the airheaded Anabell Lee.
Aside from its inherent comedy, the film is full of visual beauty.
Like Griffith's "Birth of a Nation," many of the images seem like
moving Matthew Brady photographs.
"The Battleship Potemkin" - (1925) American director D. W.
Griffith was concerned with conveying his ideas in the most dynamic
manner possible.
In the early 1920s, Soviet filmmakers expanded on his principles by theorizeing the process of editing known as montage - the
rapid juxtaposition of images in order to create a scene or suggest the
passage of time.
In 1925, the great Soviet director Sergei M. Eisenstein was
commissioned to direct a film in celebration of the 20th anniversary of
the 1905 Revolution. One of the movie's episodes, "The Battleship
Potemkin," the story of the mutiny of Soviet troops aboard a battleship,
expanded until it became the entire film.
The picture contains the most effective use of montage in the
silent era, the famous Odessa Steps sequence, where citizens are
slaughtered by soldiers on a titanic staircase. "Potemkin'"s influence
is still felt today: Brian DePalma filmed an updated version of the
Odessa Steps scene in his powerful film "The Untouchables."
"Modern Times" - (1935) Though talking pictures had revolutionized the cinema by 1935, Charlie Chaplin chose to keep his film
predominantly silent. It marked the last appearance of his Little Tramp
character.
The movie is filled with hysterical scenes: Charlie manically
tolling on an assembly line, Charlie being attacked by an AutomaticFeeding Machine, and the purely magical moment with him as a
singing waiter - the only time the Tramp's voice is ever captured on
film.
The film opens with a subtitle denoting it as an enditement of
the Post-Depression era, and though Chaplin soon abandons politics
for levity, the film's anguished masses and grubby streets serve as
constant reminders to its undercurrent of frustration.
Also notable is the performance of the exquisite Paulette Goodard as the Gamin; she casts a spell over the camera.

More Irish Culture!!
Come here Irish Poet

GREG DELANTY
Next Wednesday Nov. 14
8:00 PM

in the Faculty Dining Room
Sponsored by the Fairfield University Irish Society
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Book Review:

V.C. Andrews'Dflwfi
another Eerie Tale

Guns N' Handcuffs
Brian P. Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
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Margaret Hart
Contributing Writer

Since the time of orgies in
Chuck Berry's home, The Toxic
Twins (Steven Tyler and Joe Perry
of Aerosmith) and The Glimmer
Twins (Mick Jagger and Keith
Richard of The Rolling Stones),
sex, drugs and rock n' roll have
always been intertwined. This I
can accept because it makes the
music all the more interesting. And though there are, some actions that
stretch societal limitations, the behavior of rock stars serves as an
illustration of the rough, yet real, outlook these performers have on
life.
Over the last couple of years, the hard rock band Guns N' Roses
has been making more trouble than music.
The most active member of the band has been rhythm guitar
player Izzy Stratdlin. Two years ago he kicked Cheap Trick's Rick
Nielson in the crotch over a bottle of whiskey. A year ago, he urinated
in the first class section of an airplane in mid-flight. Last year, at the
MTV Video Music Awards he verbally assaulted Vince Neal of the
band, Motley Crue, and Neal's wife, a former mud-wrestler. A brawl
subsequently erupted backstage between the members of Guns N'
Roses and Motley Crue.
Slash, the lead guitarist for Guns N' Roses, spouted profanities
on live television during the American Music Awards last spring. (Of
course, you really can't fault Slash for that one. If I heard on more Dick
Clark groupie pronounce Neneh Cherry as an award-winner, I would
have spouted a little bit more than just profanities. Cherry and The
New Kids on the Block's talents were a little over-emphasized at the
American Music Awards telecast.)
Now lead singer Axl Rose has joined the fray, getting arrested
last week for supposedly knocking a 37 year old woman over the head
with a wine bottle.
Axl claims his innocence, however, saying that the woman,
who lives on the same floor of his apartment building, had come into
his apartment and started the trouble. The building superintendent is
fining the woman for harassing Axl Rose and other tenants of the
building.
Not surprisingly, given the his band's reputation, the Los Angeles Police Department is not too sympathetic to Axl's cause. He had
called the police first to report difficulties with the woman, only to
have his call unanswered. The police did not come until after the
woman had called them.
• Will truth and justice prevail? Will the law be upheld? Will
Guns N' Roses' new album ever come out? These questions and more
addressed oh the next Oprah.,. No, that's right, we'd have to fly the
band into Chicago and Lord knows Izzy has had a hard time getting
first class tickets these days.
"")
Seriously, I'm not a big fan of Guns N' Roses. In fact I can't
stand most of their music. But the songs I do like, I like because they
epitomize the hard edge and emotional toughness of the men who sing
them. Michael Bolton could never pull off a good version of the song
"I Used to Love Her (But I Had to Kill Her)."
Rock n' roll, though it should receive a lot more respect as an
art form, will never be recognized as a "black-tie medium." That is
what makes it so entertaining.
Though the behavior of some rock performers is offensive, it
should not detract from the talent and creativity that these performers
possess.
AND IN THE NEWS... The Triple Threat Blues Band will
be playing Club Tip Toe on Saturday night (November 10) at 9:30
p.m.. The cover charge is $4. The Triple Threat Blues Band plays a
Chicago-style Blues. Club Tip Toe is located on Wood Avenue in
Bridgeport.
—

—

game.

V.C. Andrews. Since her
first novel, Flowers in the Attic,
her name has been associated with
books full of dark secrets, perversion and tormented children. Her
latest novel, Dawn, is an entertaining and intriguing beginning a new
series of books revolving around
the teenager Dawn Longchamp.
Dawn's early years with the
Longchamp family are spent wandering from city to city, barely
making ends meet.
The
Longchamps never stay in one
place long enough to form attachments, except to each other. The
family is joined by a bond of love,
especially between Dawn and
Jimmy, her older brother.
Through a lucky break, Mr.
Longchamp gets a job at an expensive private school, which allows
children of employees to attend
free.
Everything seems like it will
work out, and Dawn even finds a
handsome boyfriend, Philip Cutler.
But, Mrs. Longchamp becomes ill after giving birth to a
daughter, and when she dies, the

Longchamps are torn apart by the
consequences of a 15 year old
secret.
Dawn discovers that her
entire life was a lie. She is thrust
into a twisted, new family that
neither wants nor accepts her.
Instead of allowing the shock of
these sudden changes to overwhelm her, Dawn relies on her
inner strength to confront her situation and, with the support of
Jimmy, emerges triumphant.
Dawn was an intriguing
book to read. The reader becomes
involved in the story of the teenaged girl and is left with a good
feeling when she finally beats her
battle-axe grandmother at her own

TheWVOF 88.5
FM, 550 AM
Top Ten

Jazz Band to
Play U.B.
On November 13, The Jones
Factor, formerly John Fumasoli's
Jazz Collective, will be giving a
concert open to the public. The
concert begins at 8:00, and will be
held in the recital hall, in the Arts
and Humanities Building at the
University of Bridgeport. The
admission charge is $5.00.
John Fusamoli's 11-piece
group will be performing contemporary jazz compositions and arrangements, written for the band's
unique instrumentation and style.
The band is presently working on
its second album due for release in
January 1991.
For further information
please contact the University of
Bridgeport Box Office, Arts and
Humanities Building.

(In no particular order)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Don Dokken- Mirror Mirror
King's X-It's Love
Galaxie 500- Fourth of July
Deee-Lite- Groove is in th'e Heart
Cocteau Twins- Cherry-Coloured Funk
Aswad- Got to Get (to your Loving)
Traveling Wilburys- The Devil's Been Busy
Robert Cray- The Forecast (Calls for Pain)
Art Blakey& The Jazz Messengers- Polkadots & Moonbeams
10. Pixies- Dig for Fire

: Write for The Mir-N
ror! If you do, maybe
I can catch an entire
Monday Night Football game at least
v
once.
y
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WE SELL WHAT YOU NEED
Tapestries

However, the dark theme of
incest interwoven in the book provides a sharp contrast to the happy
ending. In fact, Dawn's happiness
is due to a slightly incestuous relationship.
On the whole, the dark
undercurrents heighten the suspense and horror that one expects
from a V.C. Andrews novel.
V.C. Andrews died while
writing the Casteel series, which
includes Dark Angel, Heaven and
Fallen Hearts.
Dawn is the result of a collaboration between the Andrews
family and another writer, who
worked with notes and plot-lines
started by V.C. Andrews before
her death.
The Andrews family hopes
to publish more of these novels in
the future.
I believe this collaboration
will bring new life into the ideas of
Ms. Andrews, and will continue to
produce enjoyable books, such as
Dawn.

*
*
*
*

Small classes, supportive faculty
Beautiful suburban campus
Dynamic legal community
Curriculum and placement with vision
— Environmental Law in 1st Year
. — Lawyering Skills & Clinical Courses
— Video Interview Program (VIP)
targets major midsize firms

* Celebrating 120 years
serving the legal profession

1-800-289-URLAW
Director of Admission Services
University of Richmond School of Law
Richmond, VA 23173
Fully Accredited ABA/AALS

FOOTBALL
Free Half-time Buffet
500 Drafts/$3.00 Pitchers/
$1.25 Italian Ice Shots ALL DAY
TUESDAY
College ID Required
9-10 p.m. 10-Drafts/$1.00 Pitchers
After 10 p.m. 50C Drafts/$3.Q0 Pitchers
Live music with
JAY STOLLMAN & AL FERRANTE
WEDNESDAY

LADIES NIGHT
Red Death Shots $1.°°
• FRIDAY

ALL MALE REVUE
Showtime 9p.m.
Call after 4 p.m. to reserve table
SATURDAY
Roast Beef Sandwiches $1.50
1394 Park Ave., Bridgeport
(Next to Bpt. Variety)

333-2566
Fine Food, Sports & Fun
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College Pigskin Picks end first season
Last week the Earl of Sports tied Mike Siuta, Lanston Jones and Mike Poirer with a record of (9-5).That improves my record to (52-35) and ends my two game losing skid.
This week the ladies of TH 131 take a shot at defeating the Earl of Sports. Pam Quinn, Danielle Bergeron, Pam Seddon, Jenifer Cinguina, Donna Lowell, and Charlene Derby
used an interesting method to choose their games. Jen called up her father to see what he thought about each game, along with her 12-year-old brother to choose their picks. If they win
by the greatest margin, then I suppose, Jen's family should get part of the pizza.
My pick of the week is Monday night where I see the Eagles over Redskins. The Eagles have won two straight and with the defense playing well, Jeff Rutledge should not have
the career game he had against the Lions. Well here are this week's picks:

Earl of Sports'Picks:

TH 131 picks:

Falcons over Bears
Patriots over Colts
Jets over Dolphins
Vikings over Lions
Bills over Cardinals
Chiefs over Seahawks
Buccaneers over Saints
Chargers over Broncos
Raiders over Packers
Rams over Giants
49ers over Cowboys
Eagles over Redskins

Bears over Falcons
Colts over Patriots
Dolphins over Jets
Lions over Vikings
Bills over Cardinals
Seahawks over Chiefs
Buccaneers over Saints
Broncos over Chargers
Raiders over Packers
Giants over Rams
49ers over Cowboys
Redskins over Eagles

Tom O'Reilly got back to wining from finishing two wins better than his housemates in TH 43. This week, it's TH 91 's Rick Cooke and Jim Kennedy take a crack at Tom as
once again he picks against his heart in the Notre Dame Tennesee matchup. Last week Tom picked two upsets en route to a (6-1) record. Tom correctly picked Georgia Tech's upset
over Virginia and Iowa over Illinois. This week's upsets include UCLA over Washington and Texas over Houston.
Jim and Rick
Notre Dame over Tennesee
Washington over UCLA
Michigan over Illinois
Houston over Texas
BYU over Wyoming
Florida over Georgia
Iowa over Ohio State

Tom O'Reilly
Tennesee over Notre Dame
UCLA over Washington
Illinois over Michigan
Texas over Houston
BYU over Wyoming
Florida over Georgia
Iowa over Ohio State

(Editor's Note: The rules to Pigskin Picks: The team or house that defeats either Tom 0 'Reilly or myself
by the greatest margin, after five weeks, will win a free pizza of two free pizzas, depending upon the group
that wins. In case of a tie, the team with thebest winning percentage will win the pizzas.)

Hockey preview
(Continued from p. 15) .

November
Igriatian Year
Events

500

1491

THE BIRTH

OF ST. IGNATIUS

6. New York Islanders— way to pick up this young team.
They got rid of Don Maloney. Pat LaFontaine and David Volek
Their matador goaltending the- are the only two players on this
ory has given up 1.8 more goals team that can score, and so far they
than their opponents. If Billy aren't doing it.
They are the worst offense
Smith was here, this wouldn't,
in the conference and besides
happen.
But Smith isn't and head LaFontaine and Volek the team
coach Al Arbor must find some has scored 22 goals in 14 games.

THE FOUNDING
OF THE SOCIETY
OF JESUS

FREE ADMISSION TO
ALL EVENTS
STUDENTS ARE
INVITED TO ATTEND

1540

450

Tues. Nov. 13
"Romero," a feature film depicting Archbishop
Oscar Romero's struggle for justice in Central
America, starring Raul Julia.
Gonzaga Auditorium, 7 and 10 pm

ESUITS
Alongside
Hies* who
share their

vision ...

Saint Ignatius Loyola
was born in 1491
and founded the
Jesuits in 1540.

Wed. Nov. 14

All over the world,

Jesuit Astronomer Rev. Martin F. McCarthy, S.J. will
speak about recent astronomical discoveries as
part of the five-part series, "Jesuits in Modern
Science: A Humanistic Perspective."
Quick Center, 3 pm

therefore, 1990-1991
is being observed
as an Ignatian
Anniversaries Year.
The fourth in a
series on what

Fri. Nov. 16

Ignatius' followers

Memorial Mass in memory of the El Salvador
Martyrs, the six Jesuits and two women murdered
a year ago in El Salvador.
Campus Center, noon

are doing today.

(ffis)
Jesuit Provincial Office
P.O. Box 799
Back Bay Annex
Boston, MA 02117
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Leathal Weapons II
defeat Blue Penguins
Michael Siuta
Staff Writer

In what could very well be a
preview of the Intramural "A:
league championship game, the
defending champion Blue Penguins were beaten by last year's
"B" league champions Lethal
Weapons II, 46-44.
Lethal Weapons II roared
back form a 22-17 halftime deficit
to take a 41-30 lead with 2:48 left,
then held off the Penguins.
The game started out slowly,
as both teams traded misses and
turnovers until Brian Marks scored
on his own follow-up for LWII.
However, after a Joe Martino
jumper made it 4-0, the Penguins
went on an 18-5 run, capped by
Kevin Talz's jump shot, to take a
commanding 18-9 lead. It looked
as if they were ready to blow out
the challengers, but LWII away
would come back to haunt them,
and it eventually did.
Lethal Weapoons II came
out firing in the second half, and
after Al Forbes 3 point play with

13 minutes to go, they had their
first lead since the 14 minute mark
of the 1st half. "We dropped down
defensively, and took away their
inside game," said Martino, who
led LWII with 11 points. This
forced the Penguins to a perimeter
game, and took center Chris Lenzen (14 points) out of the game
play.
Even with this change, the
Penguins still stayed in the lead
28-24 on a dish from Kevin Talz to
Matt Gallagher for a lay-up. Forbes
picked up his 4th foul'on the play,
and went to the bench.
Instead of wilting, LWII
found'help as James Kennedy and
Tim Hoban each scored 4 points in
a 10-0 run, as the Weapons took a
24-28 lead.
After
Mike
Breslin nailed a 15 foot jumper for
the Penguins, Forbes, who had
returned only seconds earlier,
fouled out. Once again, LWII
found help in an unlikely source,
as Fred Vital popped in five points
and sparked them to their biggest
lead of the game.
The Penguins didn't die,

though as Lenzen scored four
points to cut the lead to 41-38.
Martino then proceeded to hit five
of six free throws to up the margin
to 46-38 with :30 left. The Penguins made one final push, but
time expired just as Gallagher's
lay up could only cut the deficit to
two points.
"They had 10 guys, and we
were worried that they would wear
us down," said Martino. "We felt
we had an advantage with Al (over
Lenzen), and when he went out,
Freddie (Vital) really played well.
They are a good team."
"They are a pretty good
team. We didn't play well enough.
I'm pretty mad at the way I played,"
Penguins guard Kevin Talz said.
"It's a tough first game,"
said Weapons captian Brian Marks,
"But I think we can beat them. We
beat them twice in the Backyard
Classic."Penguins captain Chuck
Klous felt otherwise: "This will
get us ready for the tough season."
And spectator Jerry Dwyer, an
Intramural Legend himself, said "I
like Oakland in 4!"
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Rangers should win
Patrick Division on
"Alt"factor
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor

Three reasons why the New York Rangers will win the division:
A) Ron Greschrier is gone and the team will now focus more on
hockey than his wife, swimsuit model Carol Alt.
B) The offense finally has a proven scorer in Bernie Nichols.
C) The rest of the teams in the division, except the New Jersey
Devils stink.
Three reasons why the Devils will finish second:
A) The acquisition of Peter Stastny.
B) They wish they had Carol Alt in the stands.
1
C) The other four teams in the division stink.
Three reasons why the rest of the teams in the division have a
better chance at Carol Alt than winning the division:
A) Ron Greschner is a free agent.
B) they don't have the goaltenders the Rangers and the Devils
have.
C) They all stink.

Well, that's how I feel about the division and Carol Alt. But let's
see what I feel about each team.
1. New York Rangers—The Rangers have the best goaltenders,
the best defensive tandem, and one if not the best offense in the division.
So Why shouldn't this team win the division or for that matter, the Stanley
Cup.
Ut-oh. I said the "S" word. The cup hasn't been seen at Madison
Square Garden since Fiorello LaGuardia was mayor, not an airport.
But this team has the talent to get past anyone in the division. John
Vanbiesbrouck and Mike Richter are one of the best goalie's in the
division if not the league. Their combined goals against average last year
was 3.19, third best in the league. Bob Froese is great insurance or trade
bait if he's still worth something.
(Continue from p. 16)
ups versus Miami (Ohio), UCONN, level of the MAAC.
The defense in front of the net is solid with David Shaw and Brian
and co-captain Mike Rodgers pro- Hartford, and Richmond before the
Stag Notes: Fairfield opens Leetch and veteran James Patrick should help keep the front of the net
vide experience and leadership, MAAC schedule starts up. The
while freshman Craig Martin adds Stags will also travel to Virginia up its exhibition shedule against clear from pucks.
The offense now has legitimate scorers with the additions of
later in the year to face the top 20 USA Vench Friday night at 8
depth to the position.
p.m....Freshman Chris Barry will Bernie Nicholls, from Los Angeles, and Mike Gartner, from Minnesota,
Freshmen Chris Barry and Cavaliers.
One of the key factors in be sidelined for about a month due should give the Rangers enough offensive punch that Troy Mallette and
Kris Steele should help at small
forward, while returning players these big games will be free throw to mononucleosis...Former Stag Kris King don't have to score a goal for this team to win.
2. New Jersey Devils—The Devils must get a clue as to who their
Todd Holland and Ed Newman shooting, something the Stags did Greg Keith is doing well over in
Portugal.
Keith
was
averaging
over
number
one goaltender is before they make the move to the top. Both
not do well last year (57.2%)They
add size up front.
Coach Buonaguro's squad must also improve their field goal 20 points a game after the first Chris Terreri and Sean Burke want the stop and will stop at nothing to
get head coach John Cunnif to put them in as the starter.
will be tested early with key match- shooting to move up to the upper three'contests.
Burke should start. He's the one that gave this team glory in 1988
when his hot goaltending led them to the playoffs.
The addition of Peter Stastny should help the take the scoring
burden off John MacLean, Kirk Muller, and Patrik Sundstrom whose
Sophomore Aimee Auer- through practice has looked like
(Continued from p. 16)
numbers have not tailed off since the 1987 season.
beck
and
freshman Katie Walhelm the top point guard prospect that
"two premiere players in the con3. Pittsburgh Penguins—Without Mario Lemieux, this team
provide even further depth. Auer- Nolan recruited two years ago.
ference," lay an impressive cast.
could
be
as bad as the Islanders. The goaltending with Tom Barrasso has
The Lady Stags have come
Forward Shanna Lewis, the beck's freshman year culminated
fallen off considerably since his time iri Buffalo and with very little
third senior captain, is "looking in a combined 10 points in the final back "hungry and eager" in the defense in front of him—no Paul Coffey is the best offensive defenseher best in four years" according to two regular season wins. Walhelm words of Coach Nolan. They will man and the worst defensive defenseman.
Coach Nolan. WithFairfield's up- was signed out of Bala Cynwyd, be playing a more up-tempo ofThe offense without Lemieux has performed nicely. John Cullen,
tempo style of play, she provides PA, after proving herself a strong fense while experimenting with a Mark Recchi, and Scott Stevens but the defense has already given up 54
half court trap defensively. Nolan
excellent rebounding and an above- scorer and rebounder.
goals in just 14 games.
In the backcourt, juniors knows that this will be taking on
average shot from the outside.
4. Philadelphia Flyers—This team has no offense. Tim KenJunior center Trish Elser Lynne Friel and Mary-Lu Mayott the team and thus will be shuttling usually goes out by mid November with some type of injury and the rest
was the MAAC's top shot-blocker are fighting for the point-guard players in and out regularly. of the team is in the trainer's room for one thing or another so much that
last season and as a result of her position. Friel was the Lady Stags "Everyone will get to play." In- the Flyers have not had a game with every starter healthy since Nov.
determined and excellent play, she Most Improved Player last season stead of ending the season in the 1987.
earned the honor of receiving the and enters this year as the MAAC' s MAAC semifinals as occurred last
If Kerr stays healthy, the team has a chance to finish above .500.
leading returning point guard, hav- year, the Lady Stags, with the nudefensive award.
Rick Tocchet and Scott Mellanby must provide the scoring punch along
Behind Elser is junior ing averaged 4.6 assists per game cleus of last season's team return- with Murray Craven.
ing, are ready to ride the crest of
Kelley Sheehan who came forward last year.
The defense is maturing under the guidance of Mark Howe and
Mayott is working her way the wave all the way to the
in Fairfield's exciting late-season
Kjell Samuelsson. Gord Murphy and Jeff Chychrun have shown resilback from knee surgery and so far NCAA's.
home win over Holy Cross.
ience but unless the team scores goals, the defense will not hold together.
Netminder Ron Hextall, everyone's
favorite, is out for at least six weeks but while
ADVOCATE
Ken Wregget is a promising young goaltenBEST
der, he doesn't have the leadership that HexF
D
tall brings to the club.
5. Washington Capitals—The Caps this
kl^Jlfcifcfaail
year are the run and shoot team of hockey.
19 8 9
Their defense has as many holes as Nicolae
FIRST PLACE
Ceausescu with the disapearance of Scott Stevens. Goalie Mike Liut is mediocre at best and
the rest of the defense will ride on the shoulders of Kevin Hatcher and old Rod Langway.
WE SPECIALIZE IN VHS * NINTENDO RENTALS
Dale Hunter will do a good job keeping people
FAIRFIELD
FAIRFIELD
out in front of the net and hopes that more
TWO
players will take runs at him that at his net.
GREAT
The offense is one of the best in the
LOCATIONS
»13 POST ROAD • FABRELD. CT
1757 POST ROAD EAST • WESTPORT. CT
division
with Dino Ciccarelli, John Druce,
(NEXT TO GRAND UM0N)
I (WtSTTAK CEHTER ACROSS FROM AMES 06PT. STORE)
and Mike Ridley. Last year, Druce helped the
Capitals past the Rangers and out of the diviCATCH THE EXCITEMENT! I
sional playoffs for the first time. The acquisiAT VIDEO SOURCE WITH OVER 10.000 VHS MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM
tion of Peter Zezel will help the checking line
Balets • Children's • Musicals • Operas
Foreign
How-to •• Music Videos
A large selection of: Classic Movies
with Hunter, but the defense and goalie are
PLUS THE HITS AND PLENTY OF THEMII
still sieves.

Men's basketball preview

Lady Stags basketball preview

minium

£Bflft

VIDEO
STORE
1988 & 1989

254-1107

VIDCO
SOUftCC
259-6522

VCR A CAMERA RENTALS • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

VHS

(Continue on p. 14)
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This Week: Blue Penguins
lose to Leathal Weapons;
N.Y. Rangers look to end
Stanley Cup jinx, p. 14-16.

The Fairfield Mirror

SPORTS

Next Week: Men's and
women's hoop teams
open seasons; Fairfield
ice hockey preview.

Stags look turn up the
The
juice in offense this season Earl of
Tom O'Reilly
Assistant Sports Editor

Fairfield University basketball coach Mitch Buonaguro has
realized that defense has not helped
the Stags become a .500 team the
last three years. Despite finishing
10th in the country in points allowed and 14th in field goal percentage against, the Stags finished
a humble 10-19 (MAAC South: 610, 5th place).
Coach Buonaguro is planning to open up the offensive this
season. In a recent Bridgeport Post
article Buonaguro said, "We'd like
to run more and hit more of our
three point shots."
"Traditionally, I've only
played seven guys, some nights,
six guys. The ultimate thing is to
win. I think it's a style of play we
can win at. That's the ultimate
issue. We're not playing it because people are happy with it,"
said Buonaguro.
If basketball was a three man
game, Fairfield would be in great
shape. The Stags have one of the
best front courts in senior Harold
Brantley and sophomore Drew
Henderson.
Point Guard Kevin George
is a solid leader. Last year he averaged six points per game, and
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Stags offense must run
or Buonaguro might
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor

Harold Brantley dunked on opponents last year (11.7 ppg.) and
this season, he looks to do the same against MAAC teams.
dished out 67 assists.
The problems arise at the
small forward and shooting guard
slots. In order for Fairfield to
improve on its scoring, they need
productivity from these two spots,
particularly three pointers. Terry
Fitzsimons has the early lead for

one spot, while freshman Scott
Sytulek and Johnnie Jones should
also see a lot of time.
Fairfield's strong bench
should allow the Stags to run more
this year. Seniors Mike Plansky
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Lady Stags predicted to win
MAAC with Sacca and Mikelic
Michael R. Donohue
Staff Writer
If you weren't aware, the
Lady Stags were the most successful team at Fairfield last year and
this year they are again favored to
win the MAAC Championship.
Coach Dianne Nolan, MAAC
Coach of the Year for her third
time, led her team to their firstever MAAC Championship last
year, with an impressive 21-8 rec-

ord. This year, Coach Nolan has
high expectations and voices her
optimism by calling this season's
Lady Stag's "probably the most
talented team I've had."
She will look to seniorcaptains Tricia Sacca, Lisa Mikelic, and Shanna Lewis to vault the
Lady Stags intothe NCAA for the
second time. Over the summer,
Nolan was afraid of senioritis in
these three, but through practice,
she see that "none of them are

Tricia Sacca looks to improve her standings in Fairfield Alltime scoring and rebounding with a strong season.

resting on last year's laurels, and
all three ■are very good leaders."
Power forward Sacca is the
MAAC's leading returner in scoring, rebounding, and field goal
percentage. A second-year captain, she gained national recognition by placing 16th in the nation in
field goal percentage and breaking
four school records at the foul line.
She was named a Third Team AllAmerican by the American
Women's Sports Federation
(AWSF), and this year, she will try
to move up the Lady Stags' alltime scoring and rebounding ladder.
Mikelic has been considered the Lady Stag's finest allaround player ever, but her extreme modesty prevents this
thought from even entering her
mind. In her three years as a small
forward, she had racked up 1,203
points, 524 rebounds, 412 assists,
and 203 steals. Receiving fourthteam All-American status by the
AWSF last year, she has a chance
to be the Lady Stag's career leader
in assists and steals, and place
among the top three in scoring and
top five in rebounding. Lisa should
compile impressive numbers game
after game, yet recognize each of
her teammates efforts twice, before acknowledging her excellent
play even once.
Behind the two AU-Americans, whom Nolan views as the
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Last year, the Stags offense was as quiet as Kevin McReynolds
and as inept as the Indianapolis Colts. They averaged 57.7 points per
game last year. This year, Coach Mitch Buonaguro has said that the
offense will be turned up a notch. If they don't run and they can't put
the points or offense on the board, then Buonaguro may be running
right out of Alumni Hall.
Buonaguro's contract comes due at the end of this year and has
not been extended, yet. Four year's ago, he put Fairfield on the basketball map as the Stags won the MAAC championship in 1986, his first
year at the school. He was considered "God" on campus. His next year,
Buonaguro pulled off the upset as Fairfield, down by 20 points, came
back to beat Iona in overtime, 73-70 in the finals.
The last three seasons though, Buonaguro has seemed to lose
his magic. His team's over the last three years have a combined record
of (25-60, .420). When I walked on a freshman floor this week to ask
if anyone knew who Buonaguro is, one person said, "Does he live in
Loyola?" Another said, "Wait let me see if he's in the freshman
record?"
Buonaguro has the team to bring back his old magic with a
running game. The starting five of Johnnie Jones, Kevin George,
Terry Fitzsimons, Harold Brantley, and Drew Henderson, has no
one over 6'8" and each can get down the floor to fill the lane on the
break. Plus the team for most of September and October has logged
enough miles on the track to qualify for a free trip to the Bahamas, so
they are also in shape.
The coaches of the MAAC pick the team to place seventh
behind Loyola and Niagara. If they finish seventh and get nowhere in
the MAAC tourney, Buonaguro may be running to the unemployment
office.
For the Lady Stags, head coach Dianne Nolan can stay at
Fairfield as long as she likes. Her job is more secure than Father
Kelley's. Well maybe not that much.
Nolan brings a team to Alumni Hall tomorrow night that is
probably the best in the MAAC. Lisa Mikelic and Tricia Sacca
should be named to the MAAC preseason first team.
But the key to Nolan's team should be its depth. Nolan should
be able to go ten or eleven players deep on any given night. Each starter
has at least one quality backup who can come in and make a difference
on any night.
The Fairfield Men's soccer team ended its season last week
with a 6-0 loss to Loyola. It's a story that sounds like it belongs in the
obituary column, but the team deserves some credit.
This was the first time a Fairfield soccer team had ever made
the playoffs. Freshman Darren Feeney was named MAAC rookie of
the year. Tom Graziano made first-team All-MAAC and Jim McEIderry and Joel Becker made the All-Tournament team. For a team that
had a losing record, there is a lot of success here.
I have not mentioned the New York Giants in this column
before this week because I was waiting for them to falter. I noticed that
every time the other announcers mentioned a Giant player, the announcer said, "He's having a great year this year."
You can fill in any players name for that pronoun. Phil Simms,
David Meggett, Lawrence Taylor, or Renee Thompson. Even the
punter Sean Landeta is having a great year? Does this team do
anything wrong? How did they survive a last-second win a couple of
weeks ago against the Phoenix Cardinals and still be called a great
team? How can they be so good and still not dug up Jimmy Hoffa's
body from the end zone?
The Giants have the ground game and the defense that makes
up a great team. But the key to the Giants winning the big games will
be Simms. He' s better than any of the quarterbacks from the previously
mentioned teams, but does he have the precision and grit that Joe
Montana has? We'll find out in the playoffs.
Last week it was said here that Dave Dunn plays for Bushwood
Basketball club. He does not, but Ed Winsper does.

